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Wool, 9

Rett Market!.

Terms of Sabsoription:
$7.50 per year if paid in advance;%1.75 if
paid at three months, ami $2.00 if
paid at six months.

.....................

lb

Wool,’ Staves, Etc,

IVOONE, C.. Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of
l> Moat. Pays the highest price for cattle. Cordwood,
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,

IlUTKAU

j
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Mich.

VAN ZOEREN, New
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Meat Mar-

ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street.All
kinds of sausages consiautly on hand.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLYAND NEATLY DONE.

maple, dry ...................

We have also satisfied ourselvesthat
experimentsmade in the raising of tiees
I wish
and silk worms has thus far been success-

to the description of the

products of Craven county, N. C.,

to mention that on our voyage we
heard loud complaints about the dry
weather. In some parts of Ohio it had
not rained sjnee last April, and the
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*•

green ..................
2 25
beach, dry ...................... 2 00
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and hay crops were stacked yet, we noticed
that the yield was a very small one; after
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TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof andDealerin
IT Agricultural Implements;commission agent
for

Mowing Machines•

seemed to have been caused by the dry-

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white 9 bushel ........

Ktnufactorlet,Milli, Qhopi, Etc.

new

ft 120 ness. Al Ncwherne and Havelock the
Corn, shelled 9 bushel .............40
unanimous declarationwas that since
Oats, 9 bushel ..................... ft 80

cor. 10th & River street.

Buckwheat, 9 bushel ...............
Bran, 9 ton ........................

1835 such a cold spring and such a dry
*00
summer
had not been experienced. I could
.........................
lb
00
)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Pronrletors
flOOlb ......................
of Mugger Mills: Steam Saw aud Flour
not,
however,
perceive any had effects
Barley, 9 100 lb ....................
1 00
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Middling.9 100 ............... 100 from it, except to the corn crop; although
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Flour, 9 1001b. .................. 8 25
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pub- \T7ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
YV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- Pearl Barley, 9 100 .............3 50ft 400 the plants looked dark grten and strong,
lished win tout charge for subscribe!s.
yet the lowest leaves were yellow and
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote lOtli and River streets.
Meats, Etc.
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sigwithered. About the appearance of the
Beef, dressed per
......................
3 ft 4
..............

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

©

Feed. 9 ton

“

(

’

1b

lb

nify

Hatarr Publlei

that no paper will be continuedafter date.

ter- All advertising

\7AN 8CIIELVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace,
Y' Notary Public.Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend’sBlock.

Chicago & West Michigan E. E.

Sunday May

“
“
•• “
“ “
“
“
“ “
“
“
“ “ *

11.55 a. m.

l lO OOp. ui.
Muskegon, Pentwaler

A

Big itupids.* 10.25 a.

xx

} 5.20 “
3.30 p. m.
5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.

in.

10.30 “

l 10.05 p. in.

New Bufl'alo »fc
Cliicago. |

a 8H, H. L., Surgeon, Physicianand Accouchear. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

25, 1879.

Holland.
| 1.40 tt. IB.

Grand Rapids.

...................

*

4 ft4*

Shoulders .......... ...........4 ft 5
Tallow, per lb ...........................6 ft 8
Turkeys.
..........................
ft 8
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ ft 8

Physician*

Leave

Arrive at
Holland,

Trains.

lb

“

gait Roads.

Talcen Effect,

» "

30ST, HENRY D., Real EsUte and Insorance Lard, ................ .............. 6 ft 7
8 ft 8#
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Smoked Meat ............................
•* Ham ......................... 5 ft 8
ectlons made in Hollandand vicinity.

collectable quarterly.

bills

Pork,

0.10 "

T EDEBOER,F.S.,City Physician and Suigeon;

1J

office at residence, on Eighth street,near
Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.

VfC CULLOCU THUS.,

Physician, Surgeon and
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore,
Holland,Michigan.

OCHOUTEN, R

A., Pnysician and Surgeon;
office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.

O

ful.

Game abounds in large quantities,afiu
in winter time wild geese, ducks and other
water-fowls ire plentiful. We heard some
complaintsabout damage already done by
whole country had a barren and withered deer. Wild animals are scarce; foxes and
appearance; in places where the wheat a small specie of hears are sometimes met

Hemlock Bark ......................
ft4 00 passing the Ohio river everything looked
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ftlO 00
much better: there, too, drought was the
Staves, Tierce,
1* 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
'UITE. J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Heading bolts, soft wood ............. ft 2 50 cause of complaint, but vegetationhad
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Headingbolts,hardwood ....................2 75
One square of ten lines, nonpareil,) 75 cents
Stave bolts, softwood.. ......................2 50 suffered less, and the pleasant verdure had
Hirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse\7\AN
DER
HAAU.
H.,
Dealer
In Fresh, Halt, SUve bolts,hardwood ....................
8 1*0
quent insertion for any period under tbrtfe
not yet disappeared; the nearer we apand Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Railroad ties ................................
. ,
I 3 m. 8 n. I 1 r. and twine; 8th street.
proached our destinution the less damage
Shingles, A 9 . ...........................
®
I

_____ for the future.

healthy.

Before passing

ft

DOONE

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’9 BLOCK.

OTTO

&
ft

Applet, V bushel .................$
40
Llvarrind fl*l« IUWii.
Beaus, V bushel ...................
1 0U
Butter, $ lb .......................
1*
H,, Livery and Sale Stable. Office
seed, Vbn ................. ft 4 81)
IJ andbarnon Marketstreet.Everythingflrst- Clover
EggB,$) doten ..................
15
class. ,
Honey, fib .......................
10
Hay, f ton ......................ft 12 00
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Onions,
? bushel .................
»5
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck. 9th
Potatoes, f bushel ...............80
85
street, near Market.
Timothy Seed, 9 ba8bcl ..........
860

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

SOLliUD

Produce, Eto.

401.

The same can also be said in regard jo
sheep raising. We saw differentkinds of
goats that appeared to he very strong and

ttaN PUTTBN G„

General Dealers.In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions. etc. ; River #t.

NO.

other staple productslike cotton, rice and

tobacco, I cannot express

an

opinion,

because they were entirelystrange

to

me.

.

“

I did not notice anything

wrong about

with.

i

Insects are not numerous, and mosquitoes did not trouble us.
Fish is found in abundance,and is shipted in such large quantities that the railoatl from Newherne to Morehead City
ins been called in derision “ the Mullet
road.” Newherne ships yearly $100,000
worth, and Morehead City a like amount.
In addition to this, very large quantitiesof
clams, oysters, terrapins aud sea-turtles,
are shipped.
The Atlantic & North Carolina railroad,
on which the proposed colony la situated,
runs from Morehead City through Newherne to Goldsboro, and connects there
with all the railroads of the State. Passenger rates amount to about five cents
per mile, while the rate for Height compares favorably with that of most railroads.
Steamers lunniug to New York, Baltimore and Norfolk, once a week in summer time and twice a week during the
winter, facilitatethe shipment of freight
and make it cheaper. Freight is considered cheap, on account of the existing
competition,li amounts to about 40 cents
a barrel lo Baltimore, and 50 cents to New

them. The cotton fields were in full blos- York.
som, and offered a beautiful sight with
Tlie principal markets for this part of
If you don’t believe thnl styles change their thousands of flowers in different North Carolina are Wilmington, CharlesIn the apparel for /our feet as well ns lor colors. Some of these fields were in seed town, Columbia, Noifolk, Baltimore,
the rest of the body, then step Into the and each plant bore from eight lo 12 seed Washington, Philadelphia and New York.
Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, at No. 28 pods. The tobacco, also a nice plant, was The greatest dislance is New York, by
Canal Blreet, Grand Rapids, and they will over two leet in height, and promised a ruil 25 hours. The market prices are
show you the difference. Their last arri- good crop. The rice crop, in some places almost the same in INewbcrnc us in Baltivals are simply magnificent.Just call in lour feet high, was already in ear. Rice is more and New York.
generally raised on low landa which arc
In the course of this yetfr I have noticed
there, and examine the stock. 87-3w.
under water, and then this culture is not that the price for corn was much higher
During our late visit to Grand Rapids conducive to good health. The experi- in Newherne than in Chictfio. Once I
we found all the principal dealers in ments made at Havelock on high land found quoted in the market reports: Newspirits handling the “ New Hope” whisky, have, however, met with excellent success. herne— corn, 62% cents a bushel; Chicago,
which is considered to he the finest article Sweet potatoes and cowpeas arc also com 86% cenis. This great difl'erence was of
ot whisky manufacturedin the world. monly and successfully raised as a sum course exceptional. 1 was told that the

VI ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
* 10 45 a.m. .VI office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a.
26-ly.
These good sore for sale only by Kortlander mer crop. The variety of productsis not
3.25 p. m. \ 10.15 p. m.
& Grady, 105 Monroe St., Grand Rapids. yet very large, but taking into considera
|> EST, R. B.. Physicianand Surgeon, Zeeland,
5.55
Give them a call; one trial will convince lion that only a lew years ago the opinion
13 Mich. Officeut De Krulf's drug-store.
that “cotton is king” was universal in the
• Mixed trains,
37-2 w.
28-1
t Daily except Sunday and Monday,
South, there is every reason to be wel
t Daily except Saturday.
Phrt3£ra;her.
pleased with the progress already made.
| Mondays only.
It is perhaps not uroper to mention the
All other trains dally except Sundays.
TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.UalAll trains on this road, will be run by Chicago IT lery opposite this office.
early cropw as staples, us they perhaps
jmc which le 20 minutes later than Columbus
should he classed amongst the garden protime.
Galdleri.
PRICES WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE
ducts. That, however, does not mailer

f

1.80

5

a.m. 12.00 “

15

“

v.

m.

explanation.of this lies In the fact that
North Ci|rolii)p ja the most southernState
where corn is raised, while the daily use
of this article is as general throughout
the South as the use of wheat is in the
northern Slates,and also that in North
Carolina white corn is raised, which is
far preferred to the yellow.
Another point deservingour consideration was the title of the land. I was
LOWEST !
very much. Early potatoes and peas are unable to make a personal examination
raised in large quantities; the time lor of the records, but fully satisfied in regard
Received 1 planting them being about the 1st of Feb- to it with the opinion of a highly respectruary and the time for shipment the latter able and aged attorney, Mr. A. J. HubStock Complete! Quality Unexcelled!
part of April, which is early enough for hard, from Newherne, who, during a long
the raising of a second crop from the period, has administeredthe affairs of the
OIL CLOTHS,'same land. From Newherne they shipped original owner, Judge Donnell. Mr. Hubthis spring 10,000 half-barrelsof peas and hard assured me that the title was perfect,
RUGS, CARPETS,
3,000 barrels of potatoes. The prices, so aud no difficultiescould arise on that
SPRING BEDS,
early in the season, are very high. From score.
an examination of the books of Mr.
Another important question was, How
George Allen, commissionmerchant at much money aoes an emigrant require for
CURTAINS, Newherne, I found that the clear profits
traveling expense?, settling, and purchase
Of all Descriptions.
amount to from 30 to 40 dollars per acre. of differentnecessitiesand provisions unFollowing are a few facts that come to til the first crop can be raised ? It is
my notice. It must be remembered, how- thought that $600 will be sufficientfor an
Ol all kinds and prices.
ever, that as this spring Was an extraor- able and industrious man with a family of
dinary cold one, it has not been so profit- wife and tbr(:e or four children. It deOLD MACHINES taken In exchange, and re- able as in other years.
serves to be mentioned right here, that
paired.
Mr. J. L. Rhem had 100 acres in peas. nobody— not even a bachelor—need imagHe commenced planting on the 1st of ine that success can be expected without
NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTSand PARTS
February, while on the 15th of May his money, because he is healthy and strong
for all Sewing Machines.
entire crop had been sold. He shipped and willing and able to do farm work;
altogether 4,182 boxes, which yielded him, only people who are financially able to
Also, a Complete Stock of
after deductionof freightand commission, start in for themselves, and also fitted for
the sum ot $4,820.80. The expenses for farm work, can calculate on good results;
COFFINS,
picking and boxes amounted to $1800; while those who possess more than the
his clear profit was therefore $3,020.80. required capital, and therefore able to
In addition to this, 100 tons of peavlnes employ the cheap labor, have so much
were obtained, worlh $10 per ton. This more chance for prosperity.For a comAlways on hand.
same tract of land bore at the time of my parative small amount a good house can
We are also Agent* for the CelebratedANTI- visit a splendid crop of cotton. This same be built. An has been stated a sawmill is
SEPTIC FLUID for preservgentleman had 85 acres In potatoes,planted in existence, and for years in full operaing the Dead.
on March 1st. He commenced shipping tion, on the grounds. Lumber Is not exty Please come and give us a call.
on May 80th, and continued until June pensive— from five to seven dollars per
U. MEYER A CO.
13th, when the prices had become so low 1000 feet. A brick yard is to be found in
that he stopped the ahjpment. He deliv- the neighborhood of Newherne, and as
P.
II. VAN DER WEYDEN.
ered 910 barrels which netted him $2,- there exist good layers of clay on Mr.
157.79, after deducting freight and com- McLean's laud, the supposition is not unmission. The expenses for seed, digging founded that this industry will also soon
Manufacturersand Jobbersof
and barrels,were nearly $600.
bo followed in Havelock. I have seen
Mr. George Allen had four acres in peas, pretty good house— not block houses or

_ you.

FURNITURE!

ITAUPELL, II.,

Manufacturerof and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

Grand Haven Eail Eoad.

Taken

Effect,

3:1ns North.
No. 2.
4.

STATIONS.

No.

Muskegon,
Forrysburg,
Grant! Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,

12 20
11 47
8 23 11 42
7 57 11 12
7 30 10 44
7 12 10 25
9 35
6 25
E.

C.

Fillmore,

Allegan,

23,

1879.

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

m.

'PE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
JL Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

m.

a.

Watchei an! Jaxsiry.

17

50
54
22
55
13
00

New Goods Just

Tobacco aal Cigars.

3:1ns South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p.

n. in.

IQ.

}).

Monday, June

TOSL1N A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

6 15
58
7 22
7 12
8 35

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

ti

FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth.Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,

Holland. Mich.
I. 0. of 0. F.
Ofose connections made at Allegan with G. R.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
R. U. and L. S. A M. S. for Pluinwoll, Kalama- of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
zoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. Ac., Ac.
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlally invited.
M. Harrinoton, N. G.
Will II. Rogers, R. S.

&

gusiacss gifcctorij.

F.

[UWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public; Riverstreet.
\,f C

*vl

Ic

A. M.

A Regular Communication

Attorajyi.

BRIDE, P.

11., Attorney and Counselor at
Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

of Unity Lodge.
No. 191. F. Ji A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall.
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,Oct.
29, at

7

o’clock, sharp.

Otto Breyman.W. M.
W. H. Joslin, Sec'u.

T

at

Law,

special Uotircjs.

Corded Velvet in different shades for
J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Pulton’s bank Dress and Cloak Trimming, at
Eighth street.
E. J. HARR1NGON.

rpEN EYCK,

T

Basking and Ixohangt.

-----TTAN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking aud Collectlng, Drafis bought aud sold; Eighth

V

street.

A Complete assortment of Spectacles
and ages of

to suit the differentqualities
sight, just received, at

9-ly
J. O.

Doesburo’s Drug Stork.

Barken.

T'\E GROOT,

A fresh supply of

harbor. Hair catting, shaving,
shampoontiig, hair-dyeing,etq., done at rea- just received
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

U

L.

Hotel.

14-ly

_

at

all kinds of

L. T.

candy

KANTERS.

Bucklln’s Arnica Salve.

ConniulonKerehant.
13

EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants,

13

and

dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17

The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all

kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
puarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
SeaUit.
every case or money refunded. Price 25
/IKE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; realdenceand Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.
office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the

Firet Reformed OhnrctL

Bngt and XiUcImi.

A Remarkable Result.

It makes no differencebow many Physicians,or how much medicineyou have
aiclan’s prescriptions carefnlly pot up: Eighth st. tried, it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
M^x^iFDM"yoDa8T0n.^A”^stl;^d,5.^: has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
emeries. River street.
are yet thousands of persons who ara preXT' AN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Seclnes, Paints, Oils, etc. ; ProP'1®*^ of.
W. Van Den Biro’s Family Medicines; Eighth St. vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
-117 ALSU HEBEK, DruggistA Pharmacist; a
no personal knowledge of Boschee's Ger
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus.ness.
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 doien were sold last year without
Furaltun.
oue complaint. Consumptivestry just one
\f EYER H. A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Fur- bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
Ml nltnre, Cnrtalna, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, all Druggists in America.
Picture Frames,etc.: River street.•

V

SEWING MACHINES

CASKETS,
SUROUDS and

TRIMMINGS

River street.

T) ARKS, W. H. Attorney und Councelor
corner of River and r.ighthstreets.

WALLPAPER,

82-8mo.

OTTE.
P.

OTTE &

FINE

CIG

CO.

ARS

planted on March 1st, which is a month dugouts — of four rooms, unplastered,
later than usual. He sold 142 boxes on which had cost only $80 each. However,
the 6th of May, 50 on the 8th, 78 on the a house costing from 150 to 200 dollars,
24 South Division Street,
12th, and 99 boxes on the 14th of the same will, in this mild climate, answer all the
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. month, making In all 864 boxes or 546 requirements of a farmer’s household.
bushels. After dedneting freight and
A few more words acont the religious,
commission, the receipts amounted to politicaland social condition of Craven
A.
$300.65; for picking and purchase of box- county will perhaps not be considered out
es he expended $125; making his clear of place.
DEALERS in
profit $175.65, besides four tons of peaIt was unnecessaryI thought to ask if
vlnes worth $10 per ton. On May 22d, religious liberty prevailed,for I have
this same tract was planted with cotton,, never heard the complaint made yet that
AMD
which I aaw on the 25th of July, when it it was wanting anywhere in the United
was three feet in height, strong and in States. I saw in Craven county prostestROBES.
full bloom.
ant churches of different denominations
Goods warranted flratclaaa. Cash and one
To the early crops also belong the fol- too numerous to mention,just as here in
price only.
lowing: Melons, cabbage, tomatoes,cu- Chicago.
No. 27 Monroe Street,
cumbers and early corn. From Newherne
At Havelock there is no school, but this
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. and Morehead City over 200,000 water- should not cause any surprise,as that pormelons were shipped this year.
tion of the county is very thinly populated,
CALL AT THE
Very little attention has as yet been and what dwellings there tre, stand very
paid to the improvement of the orchard. far apart. If, however, the Holland colFor home use peaches, apples, pears, figs, ony ia fairly established,the founding of a
grapes, etc , are raised.
school will not long be delayed, and the
or
Different kinds of berries, such as straw- church will soon follow. Should a school
berries,raspberries, mulberries, etc., are be founded, it is to be fervently wished
found in abundance.
that it may be one that will satisfy the
To the raising of horned cattle too little wants of the emigrantsaud their children
No. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids,
care has thus far been bestowed.We found from the Netherlands.
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good
it, however,in much better condition than
P. Van Vlimkokn.
Liquors.
the description given by Mr. McLean had
Chicago, August 18, 1879.
led us to suppose. The climate is so mild
It is a rendervousfor Hollanders.
[7b be concluded in ovr nest issue. \
sod fodder so plentifulthat this branch of
87-tao.

W. Giles & Co.

Hats, Caps, Furs
BUFFALO

87-47.

RESTAURANT
WM. GELOOK,

abandon the campaign against date than th§t already fixed by law, bnt
it is believed a bill can be framed
and
'
passed which will make it advantageous to
from the Governor and leading citizens of Col- holders of such bonds to fund them at onoe, .
orado, and an expression of bewilderment and
ter Randall states that the committee
disgust from Gen. Sheridan. The people of
arged with the revision of the rules have
the State in which the Indian reservationlies completed their task. Theyhave reduced the
notify the Government, through an Inspector number of the present rules from 160 to fifty,
of the bureau,that the savages must be taken and have so simplified them that it will be in
away, or they will be exterminatedby the State the power of every member of ordinary capacity
itself,regardlessof Federal law or officers. to undentandthem, which is considerably
more
They complain that confidence can not be re- than can bo said for the present rules.
stored so long as the murderous devils infest
The Supreme Oourt of the United
their territory, and that their only hope for
peace and proeperity lies in the removal, dead States haa sustained the constitutionalityof the
or alive, of the anthorsof all the late mischief.
Pacific Railroad Funding law passed in May,
Papers thrown by Prof. Wise from 1878, by which the Pacific railroads who are in
ai rears npon their obligationsto the United
his balloon, which ascended at Si Louis severs!
States Government are required to set apart a
weeks ago, were found a few days since near certain portion of their earningseach year for
Miller’s Station. Ind., on the beach of the lake. the extinguishmentof each debts. Dissenting
They had been in tho water for some time, but opinions were filed by Justices Strong, Bradley
the writing was legible.This discovery is ac- and Field.
cepted as conclusive evidencethat the balloon
seen near this point on the night following the
ascensionbelonged to Wise, and that It ana its
Elections were held in Ohio and
occapantsare now in Lake Michigan.
Iowa for State offioera and members of the
A frightful tragedy was enacted in Legislature on Tuesday, the 14th of October.
at

Im.

llilg

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

WEEKU NEWS REVIEW.
EAST.

Bonds

to the value of $28,000 were
atolen, last week, from a safe in the office of
Merritt Trimble, a well .known Iron merchant,
n the Coal and Iron Exchange, New York, by
hree stranger*, who came apparentlyon bad-

Mae.

No clew to the robber*

The remains of the
Moyne

late Dr.

Le

were reduced to ashes at Washington,

Pa., In the fnraace of his own invention, In
which, ander his direction, the body of Baron

De Palm was horned. Before the

remains
were committed to the retort,a post-mortem

examinationwas made, the chief result
of which seems to have been the ascertainment of the fact that the doctor’s brain
weighed less than that of the average man.
The disposition of his remains accordingto
the mode of which he was an enthusiastic advocate, it seems, does not consummate his designs in that regard By his will it is provided

Washington

to

' tn

the Utes has bronght out indignant protests

.

.

pouncAu

the city of Bloomington, III, on the 20th of

far distant....Russia's expeditionto explore
the ancient bed of the Ox us with a view to connecting it with the Caspian aea has been
abandoned, the difficultiesin the way having
been found to be insurmountable.....
Emigration la still tbe watch-wordof tho
workieesand brcadless artisans of Great Britain. The weavers at Preston will meet on the
11th of November to consider the subject of removing to a more proeperdus country.,.. \
dispatchfrom Paris says the total damage bv
the recent floods in Spain is estimated at 60,000,000 francs. Three thousand five hundred
houses and 120 mills were destroyed.

farmhouse, where relatives of mine were
then living, the household eat was observed to enter a bedroom in course of
being spring cleaned. The lookingglass being on the floor, the cat, on entering, was confronted with its own reflection, and natnrallyconcluded that
he saw before him a real intruder on
his domain. Hostile demonstrations
A cable dispatch annonnoes the were the result, followed by a rush to
death of Ernest Von Bulow, tbe distinguished the mirror, and then, meeting on obGerman statesmanand Secretaryof State for stacle to his vengeance, a fruitless cut
Foreign Affairs....Mad rid advices annonnee
round to the rear. This maneuver was
that the commission on Caban reform has
united npon a recommendation that the more than oace repeatedwith, of course,
slaves he folly emancipated in seven equal lack of success. Finally, the cat
years from the passage of the bill.... was seen to walk deliberately up to the
The St Petersburg Goto* expresses astonishment at the tone of hostilitytoward Rnssia per- looking-glass, keeping its eyes on the
vading the speech of Lord Salisburyat Man- image, and then, when near enough to
chester. It says: “If the reportea Aastro- the edge, to feel carefuUy with one paw
German alliance provee to be a reality.Russia behind, for the supposed intruder,
must secure to herself alliesto act in the rear

Gov- of the enemy in the case of an emergency. Lord
October.At noon of that day William Hogg, an ernor— Charles Foster, Republican; Thomas Salisbury’sspeech not only opens Russia’s
Ewing, Democrat, and
Saunders Piatt, eyes, but gives her freedom of action."....
old and respected businessman of Bloomington,
Greeubacker.The vote of the Sute in recent The young King of Spain has done a generous
entered his home, and, drawing a Smith A
has been as follows:
and manly act, 'and one that his subjects will
Wesson seven- shot pistol shot his daughter years
Proh.
rear.
Dem.
Grbk.
Rep.
Mamie, aged 18, probably fatally.She was 1818 ....... ..... 274.120 279,968 88.833 5,674 not be liable soon to forget, in decreeiog that
In Ohio there were three candidatesfor

A

stoopingfilling a valise with clothing, and fell 1^7 .......
271,625
29,401
4,886
1,686
823482
8.067
that his heirs shall assent to crematjon of their over insensible, the ball entering just behind 1876 .......
the
ear
and
passing
downward
into
the
throat.
At the election held on the 14th inst. the entire
remains after death, and should they refuse to
Hogg then went into the yard, where Republican ticket was chosen by a plurality of
give such assent they are to be disinherited.
his son Willie, aged 12, was playing, about 20,006. The GreenbackVote was unexA great crowd assembled at Chau- and, calling him to him, shot him in the same pectedly small. Following is a list of tho State
tauqua lake, N. Y., on the 16th inst, to wit- jilace. He then placed the revolver to bis own officials elected:
____ and fired,the ball entering his temple Governor ......... .......... Charles Foster.
nees a rowing match between Hanlan, of Canand lodging in the brain. Willie, not being Lientensnt Governor ........ Andrew Hlckenlooper.
ada, and Courtney,of New York.! During the
stunned, ran away. The father was on his Supreme Judge .............. William W. John* on.
precedingnight seme rascals broke into Courtback oto the floor of the snmmer kitchen,with Attorney General ............ George K.Noah.
ney’s boat-houseand sawed his two boats in
John F. Ugleveo.
the pistol in his right hand, and the blood Auditor ......................
twain. Having no suitable boat at hand, CourtJoseph Turney.
pouring from his wound. Hogg’s wife was Treasurer ...................
ney refused to row, and Hanlan pulled over
Member of Board of Public
absent at the time, and so probably missed a
Works .....................
Jimes Fulllngton.
the course alone and claimed the race and the
terribledeath. Hogg died in about one hour. The Legislatureis Republican in both
stakes. The stakeholder, however, refused to
Financial trouble is supposedto have caused branches by small majorities, which insures
turn over the money.
the
•
4
the electionof a RepublicanUnited States
Freeman, the Pocasset(Mass.) fanatic

contributions
by mnnicipalitios and individuals toward the public celebrations upon his
approaching marriage shall be devoted to the
reuef of the sufferersby the late inundations
which devastatedthe provinces.
all

FrightlU Indian Depredations

.

'

deed.

Advices from

who
has

offered up his littledaughter as a sacrifice,
been indicted for murder in the first de-

.

New Mexico indicate Senator to succeed Mr.

that the Indian wax- in that Territoryis assum-

gree. No bill was found against Mrs. Free- ing threateningproportions. News from the
scene of the slaughter of the 18th inst are that
man.
the remains of sixteen of the victims have
Rt. Rev. William R. Whittingham,
been discovered,snd that it is known five
Episcopal Bishop of Maryland for the past other persons were killed. In the fight
thirty-fiveyears, is dead, at the age of 74 years.
....Mrs. Margaret Jennings, of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
met her death a few nights ago in a strange
and shocking manner. She was sitting at her
window watching the receptionof a chowder

of the 18th inst, between thirty volun-

teers from Mesilla and vicinity and a body
of Indians, it now appears that only one of the
whitee escaped massacre.Col. Morrow reports that he has troops enough to whip Vicparty by a similar party. The street was toria, if he can have two months time in which
illuminated,and many fireworks displayed. to do it, which indicates that it is no lignt busiOne of the rockets struck Mrs. Jennings ness to undertake.... A dispatch from Ixw
the face,
right eye. Pinos Indian Agency annooncesthe arrival

under the

in

The sharp point passsd her cheek bone and
broke her jaw-bone. The broken stick protruded three or four inches from the wound.
Six inches of the rocket penetratedthe head.
The wound was an inch and a half in diameter.

been as follows:

J'sar. 134.544
Rep. Dem.

ton. They left immediatelyfor the White River
Agency. Chief Oony was doing all in his
Thieves forced an entrance from power’toassistAdams, and there was a fair
the roof into the pawnbrokingestablishment prospect that the women would be
of Friedenberg A Bra, of Philadelphia, and immediatolv surrenderedon his reachfew nighta
rifled a large safe of 140,000 worth of unre- ing tho Indian camp....
ago a party of villains in disguise called at the
deemed stock, jewelry, etc.
residence of John Whipple, near Wilbnr, Neb.,
The tanneries of Webster Brothers took Mrs. Whipple from the house, stripped
and Lincoln A Miller, together with several ad- her stark naked, and applied coal-tarand
jacent stores at Malone, N. Y., were burned feathers to her. The poor woman is almost
last week. Lpss, 150,000; insurance,170,000. dead from exposure ana rough treatment The
only snpposable cause is that she is a witness
The ashes of the cremated Dr. Le in a criminal prosecutionto come off soon.
Moyne, of Washington, Pa, weighed seven
THE SOUTH |

pounds and were snowy white. The body

Gen. Grant

left

1876 ....................

Tho RepubUcans this year secure

the Legis-

lature by the usual heavy majority.

Official returns

in California

A Memphis dispatch of

Oct.

16,

says:

“Total yell w-fever deaths to date, 584. Rev.

Jacob J. Peres,

who

New

State Convention at

Orleans last week,

nominated a full State ticket,beaded by Taylor
Beattie for Governor and declaredfor Grant
for Presidentin 1880.

GENERAL.
The complications between the MexDurango and Coahthe Sierra
Moyada mining district,have been solved by

ican States of Chihuahua,

uila, concerning jarisdiotionover

action of the Congress,erecting the districtinto a
Federal Territory, thus bringingit directly under the jurisdiction of the General Govern-

ment

A telegram from Portland states

died yesterday, was the

known all over the
country. Concordia, Miae., has lost sixteen
Oregon on the 16th ont of forty-eight cases. There is no hopoof
learned Jewish divine, well

inst, and returned to San Francisco, where he

121,546
171,882 112,121 ......

1877 ....................

A

THE WEST.

Grbk.
123.577
79,858 31,228

1.80*

187H ....................

of the late election
show
the vote on Chinese imthere of Gen. Adams, special Commissioner
of the Interior Department to effect the migrationto have been ; In favor, 883 ; against,
release of the women and children captured at 154,683.
the White River Agency, accompanied by Count
The Republicans of Louisiana met in
Dorrhbff,of the German Legation, Washing-

The lady expiredwithout speaking.

weighed 200 pounds when placed in the crematory. The ashes were inurued, and will be
kept in the late residence of tty deceased.

Thurman....

In Iowa there was also a triangular contest,
John H. Gear having been nominatedby the
Republicans for Governor, Henry H. Trimble
by the Democrats, and Daniel Campbell by tho
Greenbackers. Gear is elected by a majority
of upward of 30,000 over both of the other candidates. The vote of Iowa in recent years has

the fever abating during the continoance of
the present warm weather.”

that, upon leaving the Pacific coast, Gen. Grant

he will remain
reunion of the Army of

will go direct to Galena, where
until the time of the
the Tennessee in Chicago.

Sib Francis Hincks, formerly the
Canadian Minister of Finance, and latteily a

member of the Board of Directorsof the Contelegram from Milledge- solidated Bank, has been found guilty upon a
bersnip in the Pioneers’ Society.
ville, Ga., says : “A band of men, numbering criminal indictmentcharging him with having
The nephew of Wise, the missing probably ten or twelve, after committing mur- signed false returns as to the condition of that
now collapsedinstitution.
aeronaut, who was also his manager, has pub- der and arson, openly defy arrest and continue
The British ship Naturalist, 259
their
work
of
depredation.
The
reign
of
the
lished his view of the fate of the men who
was entertainedby the Forty-ninersat Pioneer
Hall, and presentedwith a certificateof mem-

A recent

went up in the Pathfinder. He is firmly of the
belief that the balloon sailed beyona Lake

gang

Michigan and descended in some forest, and
the aeronauts being injured, probably were

knowledge of the desperadoes.They have
plenty of arms, money and friendi. The Gov- having risks on her have paid them, aggregaternor is determined to capture these meu, if it ing 1110,500.
takes a regiment of soldiers."

starved.

William Howard, late City Treasurer of Madison, Ini, in

an encounter with

Maj. Simpson, editor of the Madison Star, was
shot, ana, it is thought, mortally wounded, his thigh being badly shatteredThe
leg will' have to be amputated near
the body. Maj. Simpson c aims that the

shooting was done in

self-defense......

is so abeolnte over the people that they
will not dare to tell any human being of their

states

.
1

Returns

to the

Department of Agri-

culture for October show an average condition
for the cotton States of 81 pei cent, a decline
since Sept 1 of 4 per cent. Compared with
October,1878, there is a decline of 9 per cent

12th of November It being the intention to
the affairsurpass the ban Franciscoreception. The railroads will undoubtedly offer
reduced faree, and all soldiers are invited to
attend. The managersof the military part
of the affair desire the soldiers,where it is
practicable, to form in companies or sqasds,
and forward statements of the number of men
to the Secretary of the Union Veteran Clnb,
Chicago,so thst they may be aseigned, in advance, to their proper position in line: also to
report whether accompanied with music.

A horrible murder
Milton,

Book

is reportedfrom

county, Wis., the victim being a

one-leggedtin-peddler named Edward Fogarty.
Evidence points to Henry Christensenand the
wife of Fogarty as tho authors of the crime.
After murderiug their victim they carried the
body some distance, placed it in a clover rick,
and then set fire to the rick, partially consuming the corpsft Cliristensen confessesthat he
killed Fogarty, claimingthat he acted in selfdefense.

This week,

day, when news came of the massacre of citizens near Hillsboro, the soene of former diffi-

culties.The dispatch states that tbo Indians

on

enter-

round to
of the per-

twisted

sistence of the reflection.The result

of this experiment fully satisfied the
cat that he had been the victim of delusion, and never after would he condescend to notice mere reflections,
though the trap was more than once
laid for him.— Aqfure.

How

a Dog fooled His Master.

A newspaper that is printed in the
town of Palmyra, Wis., ike Enterprise,
tells a story about a dog which it says
is true, every word of it. The dog,
whose name is Tiger, belongs to a surveyor, now at work for the United
States Government in that part of the
country. One day, not long ago, the

made

their appearance in Messila valley last
surveyor saw that Tiger was asleep near
Saturday,and continuedmurdering and fight- the edge of a thicket,and he thought
ing on Saturday, and on Sunday a party of he might have some fun with him. So
thirty meu wore attacked by about 100 Indians,

and so far but one escaped. It is reportedthat
nine men and two families, with the

exceptionof

two

persons, were

killed

at McEver’s ranch, fifteen miles from Hillsboro, the women being outraged previous
to the killing, and the bodies of the men burned.
Loyd’s ranch near by was burned, and several
Mexicanskilled. It is believed tho Indians
scatteredbefore the advance of the soldiers
and consolidatedin the rear, committing the
depredations reported.There are some 350
soldiers in the field, and anthority has been
granted to enlist twenty-four Navajo scouts.
Companies are forming at Las Conoes and at
Mexula. On Tueedayjhere was a meeting held
in tbe office of Gov. Wallace, at Santa Fe. and
a committee of safety appointed.The Territorial officers joined with the Governor, and
telegraphedto the Secretary of War and Gem
Pope for rations for 500 men for sixty days."
A dispatch from Tosoon, Arizona, says: A
specialto the Daily Star from Silver City,
N. M, says: “The Indianshave been committing terrible depredations in tbe Rio Grande
Ltti
valfey and southwest
of Fort Cummings. For
severaldays past the people of Colorada have
been besieged, and have been flxhting since
Saturday. They appeal loudly for aid. On
Sunday a volunieer company of thirty men,
under Capt John O. Crouch, went from Messila and Conces to their aid. They met 100
Indians near Colorado, eighteen miles from
Blocam’sranch, on the side of the road.
After a severe fight the volunteers were
compelled to fall back. Tney had a
running fight into Slocum’s ranch. The
killed in this fight were W. T. Jones, County
Clerk of Donohue county, and four Mexicans.
On receipt of the news at Messila two companies of eighty men were raised by CoL Rynersou, composed of tbe best men in Messila valley. Two trains were captured yesterday on
tho west side of Slocum’s. In one of them
eleven men, one woman and one child were
killed. In tho other all hands escaped.Both
trains were scatteredand some of the oxen
were killed and others left standing in their
yokes. The corpseslie all along the road. The
stage from the east arrived this morning two
hours late, and reports that a number of people are known to nave been killed within the
past four or five days."

__

the surveyor shouted, “ Catch him,
Tiger; at him, old dog!” and jumped
into the thicket, as if a deer, or at least

a rabbit, had been seen. Tiger, of
course, went bounding and barking in,
but very soon returned with his tail between his legs, seeing that a trick had
been played upon him. Now comes the
good part of the story. Tiger made believe that he was going to sleep again.
In about three hours he all at once
sprung up, set his ears and eyes in the
direction of the thicket, gave a loud
bark and leaped forward. The surveyor
-followed, thinking that Tiger had found
some game. When Tiger saw his master parting the bushes curiously he
gave a peculiar “Ah-wooh,” and went
back to his sleeping place, wagging his
tail and satisfied that he had paid the
surveyor back for fooling him.

BankruptcyStatistics.
Dun, Barlow A Ca,in their quarterly report,
just issued,make a favorable report of tbe
state of trade for the third quarterof the year.

The failuresin the .United States in the last
three months number 1,262, less than one-half
those for the third quarter of 1878, the precise

decreasebeing 1,591, while the liabilitiesshow
even a much larger proportionateredaction,
being less than one-qnartorof what they were
In the same period of last year. The
figures for the quarter just ended,

therefore,add another

of

to the many

indications
the wonderfullyimproved conditions of trade throughout the
country.For the nine months of the two years
the comparison is almost as favorable as for
tho quarter just closed, the failures for the

first nine months of 1879, as against $197,000,000 for the same period of 1878, a reductionin
liabilities of more than ono-half.

The Ute Indian War.
Denvkb, Ocl

Word

Postal Expenses.

16.

is received from White River Agency

that tbe women and children, the money and the

The estimates for the Postofflce Department
for the next flees

1

year have been completed.

mated

who, a ahoit time ago, horribly murdered a little boy namod Sandy White, the son of a farmer near Janesville, Wis., for whom Baumgarten was working as a hired hand, has been
tried, convicted, and sentenced for life to the

make

der Victoria after the 5th ult, until last Tues-

papers at that agency when the outbreak occurred
ing the city of Cabul, made a speech to the folare all safe with Mrs. Meeker, and are shortly to
Baldwin county have been greatly
lowing effect: It will be necessary to inflict f be sent to Los Pinos Agency. Tho troops at
exaggerated. The trouble Is a politicalone. severe punishment The buildings of the BalaWhite river have been reinforced, and water
The outlaws burned the gin and cotton-houses Hissar and of the city, interfering witli tho
and
provisionsare plenty. At Los P nos no
and fodder-stacks
of Mr. $obeon for the pur- proper military occupation,will be destroyed.
fears are felt of any trouble with the Indians,
pose
se of drawing him out of the house to snoot
_*• A heavy fine will be levied on the citizens.A unless trouble is caused by the whites, who since

such drcnmstanoes....George Baumgarten,

Chicago for the reception of Gen. Grant on the

British Gen. Roberts,

dispatch of Get 16 says:

head

its

portion of

WASHINGTON.

preparations are being made in

A Denver (CoL)

"Nothing was heard of tho Apache Indiansun-

with

the front, it assured itself

that the accountsof the outlaws in tho eastern

the whereaboutsof . the express train,
and censuring the switchman for per-

Great

The

New

while,

The total expenses of the department are esti-

him. They killed a negro man for
fo: reporting
them to the Grand Jnry. They
•• burned the
tannery
ry and barns of Luke itobmson and
whipped a colored woman and her daughter in
Hancock connty. The gang have taken refuge
in the swamps of Oconee and Ogechee.

State’s prison.

given up for lost, and the insurance companies

in

Mexico.

FOREIGN.

A dispatch from Sparta, Ga,,

The Coroner’sjury at Jackson, Mich., after a
week spent in taking testimonyconcerning the
terrible collisionand slaughter on the Michigan Central railroad, has returned a verdict
holdingthe yardmaster to be criminally culpable in oraering the switch engine on the
track without definite knowledge as to

mitting the engine to go, and the switch engineer for taking it upon the main track under

days out from Calcutta for Sau Francisco,is

Cat and Looking-Glass.

Many years ago, at Oarne

military Governor will be placed over ihe city
Rn(i country within a radius of ten miles. All
the inhabitantsunder his jurisdiction will bo

requiredto surrendertheir arms within a week
of death if they fail to do so. Rewards will be paid for (he denunciation and
conviction of any person concornod in the massacre of the British Embassy. .. .It is feared
the help which the Hungarian Governmentpro-

petro-

leum and petroleum products were exported

sowing. Throughoutthe country thousands
of people lack money with which to purchase

Shocks of earthquake coutinnoin Bonth Hungary. The people are in continual suspense.

A fierce hurricane,accompaniedby

The Ameer, Yakoob Kahn,
nounced his intention

to

has an-

abdicate. Tbe British

commander in Afghanistanhas advised the
Ameer to reconsiderthe matter, but he is fixed
in his resolution.... The late floods in Spate
were almost as extensive and destructiveto
and property as were those of last spring
in Hongary. Hundredsof dead bodies nave
been recoveredfrom the swollen streams, and
houses and barns almost without number have
life

been carried away. in one district
alone the money loss is approximated
at 30,000,000 franca. It is believed
that over l/HX) persons perished....

at Haverly’sTheater, in

courier just in from Merritt’s

command

reports that the troops are at the White River

Agency; that they have been scouting thronghont the countryfor fifty miles about them, and
have been unable to find a single Indian. It is

evident that tho Indianahave gone eonth and
split into small ban Is, going into the various
agencies. The troops will have an all-winter
campaign to ferret out those of the savage
tribe who brought on the trouble.
Denver, Oct 20.
In accordancewith orders from army headquarters, the troops
will,

revenues at $32,210,-

NEW YORK.
Rawlins, Wy. T., Oct 16.

A

its

THE MARKETS.

velopment

now

at

White River Agency

with the exceptionof a small force left at

the agency,return to their respective stations.

A

BnEWS ............................
f<5 50 (510 00
Hogh ..............................
3 00 «4 4 37

Cotton ............................lOfctg 11
Floub— riuptrflne ..................
5 26 (5 6 00

Wheat— No.

2

.....................
1

40

(4 1 62>*

Corn— WeaternMixed .............61 (<4 62
OATH-Mixed ...................... 43 (<$ 44
Uye— Weetern .....................
05
Pork— Meu .......................
10 15 (<$10 26

92

Lard ..............................
,

6J4^

6)6

CHICAGO.

Dkeves - Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 50 ($ 5 00
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 10 (g 8 26

75

(<$ 4

Hoos ..............................
3 00
FLOUH-FancyWhite Winter Ex. . 5 75
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 75
Wheat -No. 2 Spring .............. 1 18

Medium to

8
7
6
1
1

Fair

..........8
.

^
$
$
@
09 0

No. 8 Spring ..............

1

00
86
00
25
19
10

Corn-No. 2 ....................... 42
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 80
llVZ-No. 2 ........................ 77
Babley— No. 2 .................... 79
Burnin— Choice Creamery .........24
Eao»— Fresh ................. ... 14

force will be concentratedat some point in
the southern portion of the reservation to condnet operations against the Utes should they
40 deliver up the parties engaged in the Pork-Mom .......................
10 75
killing of Maj. Thornburgh. Gen. McKenzie,
Lard .............................. 6*4(
commandingthe Fourth cavalry, will be placed
MILWAUKEE.
in charge of the latter force. Thus it is seen
Wheat— No. 1 ....................
. 1 24
No. 2 .....................
1 19
the wmpiign against the savagesis virtually
abandoned.The danger of a winter campaign Corn -No. 2 ....................... 42
Oats— No. 2... ..................... 30
order conDtr^r ** ^ven M *** reMon ot
Rye -No. 1 ........................ 77
Bablkt— No. 2 .................... 71
Sf. LOOI8.
Coinage.
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Fall ............ 1 84
The annual report of the Director of the CoRN-Mixed ...................... 40
Mint will ahow that during the fiscal year jnst Oats— No. 2 ........... . ...........28
Rye ...... ..... ..................
78
ended there were coined, in gold, of double Pork— Mesa ........ ..............
10 25
T.A»n
..................
...........
5)6®
•egles, $37,234,840; of eagles,$1,031,440;of

«•

.

.

1

half-eagles,$1,442,180; of quarter-eagles,
Ben Macauley, supported by his
91,166,800; of thres dollars, $109,182;and of
own excellent company, appears in a play that SUtisticsreports that the tahie of exports
has been very successful wherever produced, from the United States of live Animals of all
flollaWi $8,020. The ailver coinage abowa the
The outire Turkish Ministry has resigned, and
oiled “A Messengerfrom Jarvis Section.’' kinds increasedfrom 15,844,653daring the
following result: Dollars, $27,227,500; balfa new one is now directing the affairs of TorMr. Mtcauley sustains the character of Uncle fiscal year of 1878 to 111.487,754during 1879.
dollars. $225: quarter-dollars, $11250; dimes,
key.... The new treaty of defensive alliance,
Daniel, which is a sharply-drawn and taking Of the total exports of live animals the last
$45. Prior to the beginningof the last fiscal year
the making of which has excited so much bittercharacter part, and the pl%y is well cist fiscal year, 71 per cent was sent to Great
there had been a total coinageof ailver dollars
ness in Russia, was last week signed by the
throughout Haverly’smanyveutures ill seem Britain. The valne of exports of cattle inof only $16,619,838.During the last fiscal year
Emperorsof Germany and Austria.
to be on the high road to fortune this season, xs
alone, therefore, there were coined of ailver
creasedfrom 13,896,818 daring 1878 to 18,379,large houses and delightedaudiencesare re- 200 in 1879.
A dispatoh from Afghanistan re- dollara some 10,000,000 more than had been
ported from his traveling troupes in all parts of
ports that the magazine of Baiabissar, at Ca- coined in the entire history of the Government
It is understood that a bill is being
to that tima The total number of ailver dolbul, has been blown up’. Twenty-seven of the
William Howard, ex- City Treasurer prepared for introductionat the opening of British force aud many Afghans wore killed lara coined and in circulation July l last waa
$43,846,888.It will be seen that almoet the
Congress lookingto immediate resumption of
Chicago, Mr.

9X);

of the general treasury of $7,710,900.Tne
amount so provided for tbe current year was
$5,457,378.10.Tbo estimate for inland raihroad transportation
is $10,000,000. an increase
of $1,000,000 above the appropriationfor the
present year. That for the stage routes, $7, •
375,000, an increase of $1,475,000 over the current year’s appropriation.

enpied by a few hundred worthless Indians
will soon or late be cleared of these incumbrances and obstructions to settlementand de-

poses to afford the distressed agricalturistswill
come too late to permit of autumn and winter

from this country during August, the value of
extraordinaryrainfall, swept through the valwhich was 18,686,162.
leys of the rivers Mundas and Segura, in
The commission appointed by the Spain, followed by destructive inundations. A
President to visit Cuba and investigatethe "ast amount of property was destroyed, and
yellow fever has returned to Waahiogton, hav- there was also great loss of life. Some estimates place the number of people drowned at
ing spent three months on that island. The
Commiseionera say that it would be impossible
at this time to’ furnish for publicationany intelligentsynopsis of the work of tbo commission, because of the great mass of material
which must be classified and collated.They
state, however, that the commission discovered, beyona all controversy,that yellow fever permanently dwells in Gobi,
and that hospitaland other statisticsin the
possession of the commission show that during
tlfe period embraced between 1856 and the

ga"

on pain

food, as the tax-gatherershave seized all their
The conditionthen was 96. Storms of great possessions.... A London dispatch says tnat
severity visited Louisianaand Mississippi, considerabledieBatisfa;tionis expressedat the
causinggreat damage. Insect injnriee are not leniency of the Governmenttoward the agitareportedto any groat extent;although almoet tors in Ireland. Strong public and private apuniversal, their appearance was too late to do peals are being made to put a stop to the antimuch damage. Unfavorable weather in Ala- rent demonstrations.and the prosecution of
bama and Georgia,in September,was report- Parnell is threatened. It is stated that Parnell
ed. Drought in Texas has shortened the pros- will visit the United States in November, in
response to numerouspressing invitations....
pect in that State nearly 25 per cent

Forty-sixmillion gallons of

the White river uorising are more than ever determined that “the Utes must
If this de-

at $39, 920,

000, leavings deficiency to bo provided for ont
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of Madison, Ind., who was shot

in

an alterca-

refundingoperations. On the 31st of Decern
her. 1880, there falls doe $18,615,000 of 6-perceut. bonds; on the 1st of May, 1881, there is
redeemable $5()8,440,8505- per-cent bonds, and
on the 1st of June, 1881, $264,321,350 6-pev-cent.
bonds. Of course holders of these bonds candetermination of the authorities not be forced to surrenderthem at any earlier

ion with Maj. Simpson, editor of the Madison
Star, died on the 18th inst Simpson, who was
out on bail, was rearreeted; also John L McFetridge, local editor of the Star, who is implicated in the affair.

The

by the explosion.

Upon

the opening of the

French

ca-

ble line, for business, the Anglo-American

Companv will reduce its tolls to 6 pence per
word. The lattercompany will ahortly lay au
additional cable, and the prospect is that the
day of cheap trans-oceanictelegraphy is not

6 60 0 7
1 88 0 1
1 85 0 1
45
80
1 15 0 1
10 75 011

entire time of the mint was devoted to the coinBarley (per cental)
age of the standard silver dollars, and of dimes
there were coined bnt $45 during the year, and
kaST LIBERTY,PA.
of quartor-doliar pieces bnt $112.50. The total Cattlz— Beet .....................
4
Tsanlt of the operations of the mint for the last
4
fiscal year was as follows: Gold. $40,980,912;
8
8
minor, $97,7$. Total
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RELIGIOUS.

a genuine mining excitement is already

starting up.

^(illintd <$il|

A

one-sixth interest in

one mine was sold, a few weeks ago, for
$7,500,

and $20,000 was

they beheld, and what saved them from
a deep midnight, was nothing else than
the old orb of religious and spiritual
sentiment, in kindness declining to be
extinguished, and busy sending up
from below the horizon its diffused
and sweetly-tinted radiance. What
they think to be a morning of science
is the evening tint of religion, still refox countlesscent- fracted and reflected in the heavens of

Prof David Swind on Religion

vs.

Sdenoo.

There is an abyss on either side of
the human race— the abyss of origin

mine. Among

the advant- and that of destiny; and as science has
ages is the cheap Indian labor for failed to bridge the oh»smf between man
rough work, the noble red man asking and creation or chaos, so it is unable to
Thebe are several remarkable towns
bridge the gulf between man and imfore the soul
but a dollar a day and boarding himmortality. It can only pass and repass
in New Hampshire, but Newcastle seems
self. Then the climate is healthy, and between thq two well-known bounda- uries has been slow in growing the soul.
to be the most remarkable of them all.
holy men and women, what a highly“mild,” too, as some people will doubt- ries. It oan no more proclaim that
MICHIGAN NEWS.
developed logic indeed it would reIf the Springfield Republican is corless be surprisedto learn, the tempera- there is not a future life than that there quire to enable us to see a grand human
rectly informed, Newcastle does not
Deer are so numerous in Cadillac
is no God. It has no machinery, or
race rising up from the teachings that
ture in summer ranging from 50 to 59
implements, or art by which it can ex-,
gardens as to be a nuisance.
contain within its limits
single
degrees above zero, and in winter only amine the world previous to life, or the man came from the slime of the sea,
Saginaw witnessed the novelty (for
preacher, lawyer or doctor . *
and is on his way back to that slime.
from 30 to 42 below. Provisions are things subsequent to life. No spiritual
October)
of seeing boys in swimming,
We must exchange all our altars, and
also represented to be cheap, and, al- inferencecan follow from its premises. hymns, and prayers ; all our hopes of an last week.
The Canandaigua Journal says that
It must begin its studies with an insect
The electric light is successfully
together, Alaska threatens to run a seendless life in the City of God, for a
a party of autumn sojourners at Cananand end them with a physical man. It
used
in several of the iron mines near
system
of
chemistry,
and
after
that
exrious rivalry with the Pacific slope as a must take all its steps between the coral
daigua lake went boat-ridingthe other
change we shall love greatness. We Marquette.
rock where an insect sleeps and the
evening, there being among them a mining center.
must declare ourself the equal of the
Bee-trees, containing from fifty to
grave of man. Outside of these bordog or the horse, and then it will be 200 pounds of honey, are being found
young lady who delighted in toying
The German criminal code contains ders it cannot pass. We are not only easy to feel our personal worth and the
in Lake county.
with the waves. Her hand was hanging
some laws that have no counterpart in prisonersin body, but we are prisoners grandeur of society ; far more easy than
The Here Marquette river drive is
in mind. As our bodies cannot fly
alongside the boat, just under the surwhen we had the chants of religion fot down, bht the logs have not yet been
our statute books. Such is that which
away
from
earth,
so
our
minds
cannot
face, when she felt it closed upon by
prohibits,under heavy penalties, the escape from this little cage ; and hence our inspiration and Christ for our sorted and delivered.About 120,000,000
guide. This materialisticlogic comes
the jaws of a fish. Startled by the
feet of logs were driven out
use of insulting language about the pure science cannot formulate for us
to me and says, "You have hitherto bepain, the hand was jerked so quickly
any
kind
of
religion.
It
is
a
study
of
About one month 'ago the village of
Emperor, a law under which there have
lieved in a God; you have been influfrom the water that the fish was landed
physicalphenomena only, and as such
Norway,
on the Menominee range, was
enced by the forms of religion;you
been very many prosecutions in the
has no sphere of action except in the
begun, the first work on the first house bein the boat The tempting bait, sad to
have
looked
up
into
the
sky
as
though
past year. Another is the curious stat- circle in which man here moves. In
ing done. It now numbers about fifty
tell, was lacerated badly.
your dead child, or dead husband, or
ute prescribing punishment for be- jattling with the mysteries of the
houses, stores, and other buildings.
dead wife were still living in some sunhavior in violationof the respect due spiritual,we must not expect material- bright, deathless world; you have shed
The annual conference of the MethRome wasn’t built in a day, but
ism to aid us, nor must we permit it to
the dead. This law is said to have been
tears of faith and joy over the thought odist Protestant Church was held at
Dead wood has been rebuilt in a day, or
injure us. It must not be expected to
of a final reunion ; but you will never Lansing last week, where the following
rarely made the occasion of prosecution,
je a friend nor suffered to be an enea few days at least, which is all the
meet those absent ones ; there is no God ; preaching appointments were made :
but a case has just been before the Cir- my. It Is grand in its department, but
Prerident— Wm. I). Tomkinaon.
same. Merchants rehung their signs
you are mortal and will soon cease to
Profesaor in Adrian Oollegs—L W. MoKeecuit Court at Berlin in which it has it can no more suggest a theology for exist; gnd now I command you to live
while the ashes were yet hot, and in
you
and
me
than
the theology can sugbeen applied. Several months ago the
a ‘ noble life,' and follow a * righteous Lecturer on geology in Adrian College and
more than one case the carpenters
gest a coal formation or explain the
career 1 ” With such painful nonsense evangelist—J. host, LL. D.
widow Langenheim was interred in the
rincs of Saturn.
lAtuitig /Jufn’rt— James Riley, Chairman;
blistered their hands at work on new
some skeptics are now filling the world,
churchyard at Weissensee. She had
Dimondafe, James Riley; Oneida, C. L Ellis;
buildings in the midst of smoldering
must turn from the positive furnishingus a dignifiedeffort on the Elsie, to be supplied; Charlotte,Levi Mills;
been possessed of ample wealth, but her
process to the moral process. We part of exact reasonersto double the re- North Jackson,A Daley.
debris. In answer to a Chicago inquiry
numerous children, with one exception, claim a second life not because man has sult by diminishing the cauae— an effort Jtice Creek DUlrld—O. N. Hunt, Chairman;
as to whether help was needed an enHickory Corners, O. N. Hum and A C.
were greatly disappointed in their ex- a mind, for we copfess that the horse to make society more noble by dimin- Wiffison;Rice Creek. L D. Abbott; Concord,
thusiastic reply was shot over the wires
J. W. Bergdorf ; Assyna, J. McPhail; Baltimore
pectations,the bulk of her property and the dog have minds, but claim it ishing the motives of nobleness.
as follows : “Ours is a land of gold
because man’s mind is peculiar; it is
The
real
truth, no doubt, is that all mission, J. O. Beaman.
having been bequeathed to one daughThree ttivtrt DUlrict-L. F. Hutt, Chairman;
wholly unlike the spiritual essence of a those ideas which the atheists place beSave your money for Memphis. Deadter. Unable to restrain the rage and brute, however noble the brute. Man fore us— ideals either of the individual La Orange, L F. Hutt; Three Rivers, a D.
wood is able to contribute to more
Paxon; Haw Patch, A Byers; Newburg, C. P.
disgust aroused by this discovery, one holds the past in his soul. His dead or of society— were wrought out in the Goodrich.
needy cities.”
Van Suren Dudrid—R. H. Hurlburt,Chairof the sons-in-lawof the widow, a pro- are held there. His memory goes back old shops of religion, and, but for the
Prairie Ronde, H. H. Hurlburt; Comand back, omitting no lost child, or religionssentiment and belief, would man;
stock, B. Post; Pine Grove, B. Mark; Bradley,
vision dealer named. Hackmeister, preThe Berlin Society for the Propagahusband, or wife. All his sentiments never have come to thatbeauty in which J. F. Shearer.
sented himself at the interment,and as are thus founded upon the word forHillsdale District-*. Phillips, Chairman;
tion of Christianityamong Hebrews, in
they were seen by August Comte, and
the grave was about to be closed stepped ever. He hopes to meet his loved ones. Harriet Martineau, and Mill, and their Union, 8. Phillips; Wet Prairie,to bo supplied;
its fifty-sixthreport, gives the following
Hillsdale, N. P. BtockwelL
up to it, and, in the presence of the His hope, like his memory, reaches out companions. For mark the foundaLaporte District-D. M. Weaver, chairman:
statistics : The total number of Hebrews
and mocks at the confines of the pres- tions whence Comte drew his elevated Laporte, A L. Thurston; Valparaiso and
priest and assembled mourners, with
in the world now is about what it was
ent. And besides this peculiarityof views and feelings. Did he extract his Walkerton,N. Sellers; Balnbridge, D. M.
loud expressions of contempt, spat upon man he has a moral nature, which perWeaver; Indian Point, B. P. May; Weesaw, D.
in the time of King David, viz., 7 ,000,early bias and inspirationfrom the beB. Clark.
the coffin. He was arrested and prose- ceives a universe of rewards and pun- lief in atheism and oblivion? On the
/lapid River Dlstrid-G. W. Gifford, Chair000. Of this number there are in Euishments, and this perception distin- opposite he was a faithful child of the man; Rapid River, O. W. Gifford;Antrim misrope about 5,000,000;in Asia, 200,000; cuted, the attorney for the Government
guishes between him and the noblest church all through his youth, and be- sion, Eli Pickard ; Mecosta mission, J. M. Utand in America, 1,500,000. Among demanding that he should be sentenced of the brute tribe. The religious, came colored with a religious romance, ley; Hart mission,A C. Hbepardson.
Crawford District— W. P. Wilcox. Chairman;
European countries Russia has the to six months’ imprisonment.The therefore,do not base their religion of which materialism knows nothing. Crawford, W. P. Wiloox; Hudson Center, AE.
court was merciful, however, in con- upon that kind of mental force which a His wife, of whom he was almost a Hawley.
largest number of Hebrews — 2,631,000
Indian Mission District-D.K. Foster, ChairSpencer or a Darwin may find issuing worshiper,redoubled his sentimentality,
— and Norway the smallest, twenty-five. sideration of the rarity of such an
man; Wayland mission, 8. Redbird; Mason
from
the ooze on the bottom of a primi- and, with his heart colored by early
offense, and imposed fourteen days’
mission, Jacob Bhaw; Isabellamission.D. K.
In Africa the Hebrews are found mainly
tive sea, but upon the moral quality of religion and by a semi-religious domestic Foster; Lake mission,Jos. Medwin; Elk Lake
confinement.
in Algeria, in Abyssinia, and in the
that mental force seen in man. The love, he wrought out a worship of hu- mission, George
.
^
Left in hanas of President—J. Masatay, D.
fact of a resemblance between the mind manity as being the great pursuit of
oases of Sahara; they serve there as a
Covert
A Ravenous Eagle.
of a man and the mind of a noble brute earth. Could the philosophy of atheism
kind of middlemen among the MohamSuperannuated— 8. F. Hale, D. N. Blocking*
We are in receipt of a letter from C. would not, even when scientificallycon- have so colored his soul? To this mem- Wm. Bentley,D. H. Miller.
medans and Christians. In Palestine
Evangelists—F. H. Chase, J. Latham.
Wieland, Esq., Auditor of Lake coun- sidered, involve the conclusion that ory add now the fact that Harriet MarDied within year— Jos. Woodman and E.
there are* about 25,000 Hebrews, of ty, of which the following is the sub- man is mortal, for, while nature is full tineau was a devout student and com__ _
of analogies, it is also full of variations. mentator of the Comte philosophy,and
whom 13,000 live in Jerusalem.
stance
Received letters— R. C. Moulton, H. Clark,
“ Yesterday afternoon, while little For example, the leaves of the pine tree was herself reared in religion, and was C. W. West. O. E. Murray, B. T. Clark, A.
August Burr, aged 7 years, was playing do not fall in winter, there are beautiful 30 years of age before she parted com- Warner, W. Hough.
Unstationed list— W. C. Bradshaw, H. G.
Cologne’s cathedralis to be finished
with his sisters— one 5 years old and evergreens, the mistletoe and the laurel, pany with the doctrines of the New Whitcomb, J. Bherm&n.
ext year, its first stone having been the other 3 years and 6 months - near which smile at all our poetry about the Testament,and you will perceivethat
Report of the NUte Reform School.
laid in 1248. It took three centuries by his father’s house, an enormous eagle autumn leaf. They seem greenest in her high views of man and of society
the depths of winter. Thus all through did not issue from the associations of
At
the annual meeting of the Board
pounced
down
upon
them,
throwing
to build its choir alone, and by that
the two girls to the ground. It immedi nature exceptions come, and so far as pure chemistry and evolution, and mat- of Control of t)ie Michigan Refonn
time the enthusiasm for great catheately attacked the younger one, grasp- science may know man’s mind may be ter, but had the help of those thirty of School, the annual report of Superindrals had died out. Its construction ing one of the child’s arms with the one whose rich foliage of memory and life’s early and best years which were tendant
was received. The
dragged along till 1830, when Frederick claws of one foot, while the claws of love never falls. He may be an ever- richly painted with the colors of the school was never in a more thriving
sanctuary. Subsequent years may have condition than at present, and the folWilliam III. of Prussia undertook its the other foot were deeply imbedded in green in the waving forest of life.
the child’s face, and it attempted to
Leaving the study of the relations of taken away all hope of a second life, lowing abstract from the statisticalporrepair, and the German Government
carry the child off, but was prevented materialscience to immortality,assum- but they could not remove those esti- tion of the report presents figures
and people have since furnished the by its struggles. Little August, seeing
ing that it really sustains no relations mates of human greatness which had which will compare favorablv with those
means to finish the work. The nave, that he could do nothing with his own
o the idea, let us repair to the only taken root and blossom in the early of auy similar institution in this country.
The total number of boys admitted
aisles and transeptwere consecrated in hands to help his sister, ran quickly ield outside the Bible on which this years of girlhood and womanhood.
Pass to John Stuart Mill. He was at to the institutionsince its opening in
into the house, got the butcher-knife jattleofargument can be fought —the
1848, the interior was completed in
and came out and whacked away at the spiritual field. The greatest minds once a deep student of the same Au- 1858 .is 2,135; admitted during this
1863, and now nothing is to be done
eagle’s legs, cutting one of them se- which deny or ignore a future life are gust Comte, and of Harriet Martineau. year, 139; released, 159; leaving in the
but the last and crowning decorationsof verely near the foot, whereupon the
busy teaching the world that this life Like the gifted woman, he too must school at the close of the year 307.
The highest number received from
the stately towers. The massive caps savage bird let go of the little girl and is adequate in itself. To live for hu- edit the works of the Frenchman, and
attacked the boy, knocking him over, manity, for its peace and progress, is simplify and condense their tenets. any county during the year is 86, from
of stone-work have to be laid on, and
Not that he espoused them all or re- Wayne. Genesee follows with 9; Oaktearing his pants, and giving him some
then on their summits Have to be fixed severe scratches. In the meantime the end enough for existence— no motive jected them, but that he did not ac- land, 8; Jackson and Calhoun, 7 each;
such as heaven or hell is needed. This
the gigantic “ foliated crosses,” almost screams of the children brought out
quire his lofty style from atheism, but Ingham, 8.
idea was set forth by the French many
Of those sent during the year, 87
thirty feet high, which are to crown the their mother, whereupon the eagle ears ago, was taken up by some En- came down out of a crumbling temple of
towers on this masterpiece of Gothic flew off to the barn, on which he sat glish minds, and has of late years been piety, when the last hymns of worship were by Justices of the Peace; 80 by
and looked as though he would like to redressed and reinspired by Huxley, were still haunting his sad spirit Thus police Justices;18 by Circuit Courts; 1
architecture—the largest specimen of
renew the contest should a favorable and Prof. Clifford, and by Edwards. these three— two high priests,and be- by Recorders’ Court, and 8 havs rethat style of building in the world.
opportunity present itself ; but he staid All these able writers have affirmed that tween them one high priestess of the turned voluntarily.
The causes of commitment are as folthere a little too long for his own good, man must simply live a “ noble life,” service of humanity— found their estimates
of
life not in the doctrines of lows : Grand larceny 4, burglary 6, asas Joe Betzler, a neighbor, was called,
“a pure life,” a life for the “good of
“Oh! I was bom yesterday ; lam a
who took down his gun and shot this society.” The most full and logical an- no God and of mortality;they found sault and battery 11, simple larceny 86,
mere babyl” exclaimed Cetywayo, the
great ‘emblem of American freedom,’ swer to all this idealismof the Atheist their mental and moral jewels not in malicious trespass 4, vagrancy and disdethroned King of the Zulus, upon his and his eagleship,when killed, was
the bottom of tne crucible of Tyndall, orderly conduct 21, arson 1, attempt to
las been given the public in the recent
arrival at Cape Town. He was looking found to measure seven feet from wing- work of Mallock, in his discussionof but sparklingon the holy altars of the mnrder 1, rape 2, returned 8.
The nativity of the boys received is
with fixed gaze upon the soldiers at tip to wing-tip
the question, “ Whether life is worth churcn.
as
follows : Michigan 94, New York 5,
“ The little girl who had this remarkIt is perfectly evident therefore that
living.” He most clearly of all sums up
drill with the wonders of a civilized
able encounter is very badly scratched thedefectsof such an appeal But this all those terms such as a “ noble life,” Ohio 2, Massachusetts 1, Indians 4, Illitown around him. Cetywayo let loose but not seriously hurt.”— DulufA
book which comes near being of ines- and “ high aims,” and the “ highest good nois 2, Texts 1, Missouri 1, Canada 19,
his tongue to say further: “I was a (Aftnn.) Tribune.
timable value to the religious world is of society,” are the remainders in the Germany 2, Holland 1, Ireland 8, tinworld of atheism,of a world of faith and known 4.
child of the British Government. My
Claims That She Was Cured by Prayer. virtually ruined by its last fifty pages.
The table of ages of boys committed
Aside from this final collapse of hope, which has just passed before it,
father— the English— came to chastise
A very peculiar circumstance has ocleaving like a meteor a shining train be- and the number of each sge shows that
the
logical
faculty
of
Mr.
Mallock,
me for wrong-doing. I caught the stick curred in the town of Monmouth. Mrs.
which seems to have been worn out hind. It may be that this life would of those at 10 years of age there were
with which he wished to beat me and Sanford Plummer, who has been an in12; at 11 years, 19; at 12 years, 20; at
in the first part of the volume that it furnish motive enough of a noble
broke it. I did wrong to fight him and valid for nearly three years, and con- might die in the closing pages, he well existence, could we all be reared amid 18 years, 23; it 14 years, 26; at 15
fined to her bed a large portion of the
.« a
_
__ _ !— ____ _ 1.1. _
the holy voices
helps of years 25, and at 16 years, 14.
am punished. I am no longer a King.
expn
time, the muscles of one of her legs bepiety, until
had passed the Of the number of boys receiveddurThe English are a great people. They ing contractedso much that it had been ideal
middle
boundary
of
our three-score ing the fiscal year, 81 had lost fathers*
w
will not kill those who fought with impossible to straighten it for seme taste,
88 had lost mothers, 9 had lost both paryou shall have taken from humanity its years. After such a deep coloring of
them. I hope the great Queen will time, was suddenly restored to health, belief or surmise regarding a God, and the soul we might be able to be virtu ents, 21 had relatives arrested for
and her leg became natural at a time
ous and kind, and sad men and women, crime, 37 used intoxicating drinks, 50
pardon me.” He was acaompanied to
when she was very low and had a future of rewards and punishment but I shall ever look upon the sig- had been in jail one or more times; in
Cape Town by his four wives, four fol- been pronounced long past cure by Divest the human mind and heart of
nificant past and into the relation of religiousbias, 89 were Catholics,86
lowers and a little girl On one occa- phvsicians. She had been through her its religionssentiments,and in a few
Protestants,and 14 had no religious
generationsthere would be no love of effect to cause, and declare that a phision during the journey thither he grew sickness a constant reader of the Bible
training, so far as could be learned.
losophy
without
a
God
and
an
immora “noble life” remaining. Such sub:
and a faithful Christian, and by prayer,
’ Of the boys released during the year,
sulky and demanded that an entire ox
lime sentiments in the soul cannot sub- tality within it cannot people earth
it is claimed, and faith, has been re116
were discharged as reformed,? to
should be roasted for his meal. He stored to health. She related her ex- sist upon nothing. They must have with good men and cannot lead society
go out of the State and reside with partoward
its
highest
good.
All
the
menhopes that the Queen will send him perience at the Methodist Church, at food. What sentimentsare now extant
ents, 19 were granted leave of absence
in the world of that quality have been tal and moral grandeur we behold upon
back to Zululand, and allow him ten Monmouth Center, Sunday morning,
earth have come up like the sunbeams fora year, 14 to live with farmers. One
Sept. 28, occupying . some forty-five nourishedchiefly by the moral sur- streaming up from the invisible throne boy escaped and 2 have died.
wives.
roundings of man. His God, his acminutes. The manner in which her
The followingexhibit shows in detail
countability, his grave with its subse- of the Almighty. Those gifted unbecure was effected and the sudden transithe work performed and produce x$ised
lievers,
Mill,
Martineau,
Clifford
and
Alaska has never paid a very heavy
quent resurrection, his church with its
tion are truly remarkable. The church
their followers, all crowned in the tem- by the boys during the fiscal year:
per cent, upon the money Uncle Sam was full, and the audience appeared impressive services, his books of reTailor shop— Caps made, 206; aokets,
ligion with their literature,embracing ple of learning, are mountain peaks
invested upon that out-of-the-waycor- greatly astonished at the miraculous
858; pants, 507; overalls, 448; shirts,
tipped
in
the
beams
of
a
setting
sun.
the Zend Avesta, the legends of all the
ttotIl.—
Portland
(Me.)
Press.
1,104; sheets, 240; pillow slips, 271.
ner of the world, but perhaps it is still
nations and tribes, and the Holy Script- They thought their sun had become extinguished,and that what light they Sheeshop— Pairs made, 346; repaired,
destined to turn out a good specula
* Ah’ why is an Irishman like a ship?” ures of the Hebrews, and the Christians,
saw was coming from a new azure, un- 708. Cane shop— Chair seats woven,
tion. Gold has been found in several asked Mike. “ Bedad, its because aich his poetry and his sacred art have com5,520; chair backs woven, 7,159.
bined to create for man, the conception veiled by new hands, but what twilight
places within fifteenmiles of Sitka, and one of ’em is followed by a wake.”
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for another

vainly. offered

noble life, and of the supreme good
of humanity. And even after society
has for many thousands of years keen
toiling hard at these spiritual motives
to make them impressive,man is still
slow to reach after a “noble life,” a
“righteous career,” and the “supreme
good of humanity." If the food which
religion has been spreading beof a
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Agago.
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:
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

attention, after all that has been

published in regard tothe,<Carbonate City"
by

Saturday, Oct. 25. 1879.

its

copious information as to the value

and prospects of the mines,

its

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

bints to In-

vestors, and its graphic account of the

HMa*d Ctiy Ntu>$.

For Ou

“Where the Beef Comes
From" is the title of a timely and interesting paper on cattle-breeding in Texas
population.

XT WHAT-NOT.
A DILRMMA.

wm

She

and Colorado. Dr. Alfred 8. Gibbs has a

much of

apparently very

a

and

fair in person ; her son

ww

a

tracts from her

popular

when I was acting as
tain’s clerk. She was a general
South, and

the capfavorite

ventions that have led to this new process
of locomotion, already so popular in £oglaud, aud sums up

advantages;and

its

J.

Brander Matthews discusses Sheridan’s

one of the hotels, but that her husband

“Critic,’’ which

to accompany her, and that
much of a stranger In the city

was too busy

was

first

the stage.
ber

was

may

Among

its

A

he mentioned

“A
in

large variety
ty of ready

ter sketch

The next afternoon, I met the appoint- the
ment and found the lady elegantly attired,

first

C

GINGHAMS,

and

V

e are so

the form of a

A

For

and SHOE Department, we have a complete line,

CERIES,

part of

a very

in boxes, and lack room to
display it. Call for real bargains. All grades of

piled up

anywhere
Bleady Made
est

CLOTHING —

the larg-

cheap

a1*

and hundreds of

other necessary, useful and ornamental articles,too numerous to
mention.

and most complete stock ever
to

SUGARS, as
else,

Holland.

if

they don't see them.

in

exchange for goods.

which,

like

£2?

Call ami look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completenessof our Stock. JjT^

H^lRlRIIDTO-TOlSr,

E. J.

HOLLAND, MICH.

anti

masonic excitement in

this country, of 1827, etc., there was a
snllor

preacher iu Boston— one Taylor,

and entered quite a sumptuous apartment. I am not mistaken—

who

if

prayed for the

POVERTY AND SUFFERING.

Mortgage

Sale.

What was my

“I was dragged down with debt, poverastonishmentto discover anti-masons of that day: “Lord, give
I'VEFAULThaving been made in the conditions
that the lady had been drinking; and that them hard heads and soft hearts!” Would ty aud suffering for years, caused by u sick
IJ of payment of a certain Indentcreof Mortshe was already verging on towards intox- that prayer be appropriate now ?
family and large bills for doctoring, which gage, made by Bennett Harrison and Marv L. Har-

An

ication.

older

_

man would have hur-

Common

ried at once to the ship, and have laid the

whole matter before the husband, but

ExtraordinaryOpportunity
a

1

?

new dilemma— what could he do

seemed

me

to

done. At

first

It

was

this

she had no difficultyin

walking, but a block or so away she began

and stagger, and to depend upon

to reel

my arm

for

the

Relief
vice of

known

and limbs, Diseased Joints, Clubbed Feet,

the streets.

Diseased Eyes, Cataract, Piles, Fistula,

within hail,

and no proper public place or hotel offered Stammering, Chronic Diseases,etc. No
cases will lie undertaken without a fair
a refuge. How my cheeks mantled with
hope of relief. Iu consequence of the
shame! And how my heart throbbed at great expense of such a trip he will n<it
the thought of taking Mrs. W. in such a make another; tberetore,all who wish to
plight to the

husband who had so

entrusted her to my charge.

avail themselves of his great skill and ex-

lately

perience without a journey to his Eastern
must do so at this time. For Illusshould turted Journal call at your Post-Office.
Office,

At the head of the wharf, who

meet us but Capt. W. He paused, gave
one agonized look, turned deathly pale,
aud passed on, without a word. I delivered the drunken woman to the mate, who
had her actually carried
who then, with

Stand from Under When the Bottom Drop* Out.

a bitter curse, related a tale

of domestic misery

and misfortune that

can never be forgotten; of a rapid descent

from the highest social rank

And Drop It WilL

to the lowest

degradation;of vain effortf to reclaim,

and of ruin brought upon one of

men.

noblest of

my
“The

To

apology lie said:

A BETTER THING

the

—

never wished to see them. I once en-

who

a sick friend,

died and was buried at sea. The captain’s
letter to

me showed how sorrow had

chastened his heart, and

bow he had

the

fine sympathies and feelingsof a Christian.

After the lapse of four years I again

met the mate.
said he,

“

That wretched womau,”

“became a

total

wreck; forsook

her house, sold her furniture for

dead. Capt. W.

is

mm,

left the sea,

lives, a crushed, broken hearted

and

man.”

He

spoke thus with marks of deepest
emotion.

Was I

not in a dilemma that day

in

Charleston? And wa« not Capt, W. in a
worse dilemma? Suppose n man marries
an attractive, promising girl, and she be-

comes

like Mrs. W.,

would he not deem

himself accursed? Or, suppose
amiable maiden unites her

a fair

life with a

and

man

she loves and trusts, but by-and-by

he staggers home, and brings to her a hell

upon earth, is

—

The

-

to Spend Money and

Have

thivt any better?

That bitter

come into similar and

far

more

HOP BITTERS.

HOP BITTERS.

Rapids.

HOP BITTERS.
HOP BITTERS.

RESTAURANT

HOP BITTERS.

MORAN’S,
No.

35

Ionia

rSt.

Still

It.:

GRAND

TOR SALE.

RAPIDS.

west, between 11th and 12th streets,with
house, main part 10x21 feet, 14 feet high, and a
kitchenof 13x16. Mr. C. D. Strong occupies the
premises at present, where those wishing to purchase may apply for inspection.These premises
will he sold cheap: small payment down, the bal-

And

south

Rapids, Mich., 1879.

may

sate your life. It has saved hundreds.

Order of Publication.
TATE OF MICHIGAN, The TwentiethJudicial

Chancery.
SSuitCircuit,
pending the Circuit Court for the County
in

1879.
In

of Ottawa In Chancery,at the city of Grand Haven In said county, on’the 13th day of September,
A. D.
.

office.

for Sale.

^

AND

37-dmo.

The

A LECTURE

man

TO

1879.
MOEWmilE

YOTJISra-

The

ROBERT

•

<ES£^****X

”
"

”
”

49-ly

&

One glace at their store and stock

is
*

convince customers that

place in which to .buy is Spring

tiie

& Com-

THTEOTSLimiU
41

Am qt.,ysyTork;Post

Oflce Box. IBM.

A. L. Holmes A Co.
Manofactarersof and dealers in

BOOTS

A SHOES,

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at

this proposition in

$8,000 a year, or $5 to *20 a day
In your own locality.No risk.
do au well ns men. Many
j v v v make more than the amount atated
above. No one can fall to make money fast, Any
one can do Ihc work. Yon can make from 09 cte,
to $2 an hour by devoting yonr evenlngsknospare
time to the business. It costs you nothing to try
the business. Nothing like it for money making
ever offered before.Businesspleasant and strict
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know an

No. 74 Washington street,

A Cheap Circulating Library.
departmentcorroborate

TO

Women

SOMETHING NEW.

pany’s. Their prices throughout every
'November is

equal to any of ita predecessorsIn rich*

.

Farms

sufficient to

for

street, fronting

\J

will be ‘found on the map as
the
of the west X of lot 6 iu block A.
Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore, Mich., or at

LIPPINCOTT’S MAGAZINE.
Lippitwott'sMagazint

It

Thin Restaurant is known as the finest In the
State, is brand new. and fittednp after the most
this
:j3-3 mo.
Improved methods of catering to the public.
CHARLES W. SHERMAN.
Thousands have been and are being tSf Regular Meals, 25 cents.
Complainant,
All ki .oh of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
r*.
ruined by speculationin wheat. Stoclw Oysters and Clams,
EVA J. SHERMAN,
The A est Dining Parlors In the city, for public
Dcfendnntj
160 Acres, three miles north of the cltv. on the
or
private
use.
of all kinds are maelstroms,and the man
Grand liaAen road, with dwelling and orchard.
J’pon due proof by affidaviton file that Eva J.
120 acres, of which ten are cleared,situaied in Sherman, the defendant in this eanso. Is a nonCHOICE LIQUORS
CIGARS.
the township of Olive
c, now Qole’fcmill. Good resident of the said State of Michigan, and is now
who buys to day knows not what he can
house.
a resident of another of these United States,to
Call and see for yourself.
60 acres of land in Section 21, of the township wit, of the State of New York, and on motion of
sell for to-morrow.
C. L. MOHAN, Propr’.
of Holland. Also 50 acres, mostly cleared, clay, Lowing X Cross, solicitors for complainant,it is
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Bantus’, In ordered that the said defendant cause her Appearmoral of speculation is to put
the township of Holland.
ance to be entered In said cause within three
The above lands can be bought at reasonable months from the date of this order, and cause
terms.
Inquire
of
notice thereof to be served on said complainant’s
money into honest investment. The
.M. D. HOWARD.
solicitors, and in case of her appearance,that she
IvIElsT Holland, Sept. 16,
82-tf.
cause
her arswer to complainant’shill of comwho buys a dress for his wife, mother,
Jiut Published.In a Sealed Envelope,price 6 cents.
plaint. to he filed and a copy thereof served on
said complainant’ssolicitors within twenty days
sister, cousin, aunt, or daughter, is laying
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and
after service on her, or her solicitors, of a copy of
Radicalcure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermasaid bill and a notice of this order, and in default
Compact, Substantial, Econ- thereof that said hill he taken as confessedby
up treasures where they will be of benefit. torrhea, induced by Sell Abuse, luvolnnt&rr Emisomical and easily managed. said defendant. And it is furtherorder* d, that
sions, Irapoiency. Nervons Debility,and ImpediGuaranteedto work well and within twenty days frt>m the date of this order, the
family which purchases a carpet, ments to Marriagegenerally; CoDsumplton, Epigive full power claimed. The complainantenus’e a copy of this order to be publepsy, and Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity,
Engine and boiler complete, lished in the Holland Crrr News, a newspaper
etc.-By
J. CULVEKWELL, M. D.
curtains,or household goods at low fig- author of the •* Green Book,” etc.
including governor, pump, publishedand in circulation in said county ol
etc. (and boxing) at the low Ottawa, once in each week for six successive
The world-renownedauthor. In this admirable
ures, is doing that which redounds to its lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
weeks, or cause a copy of this order to bo served
JfifS3fcJ$^_ 3 Horse Power ...... $ 242.00 personally on said defendant at least twenty days
that the awful consequencesof Sell-Abuse may be
......
»3.()0
before the time prescribedherein for her appearcomfort and stability.
cir.ctnally removed without medicine, a d without
....... 813.50 ance.
dangerous surgicaloperations,bongles,instruEDWIN BAXTER, Circuit Court Commissioner,
Messrs. Spring
Company, the great ments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
JAMES LEFFRL k CO.,
in and for Ottawa County, Michigan.
cure at onee certain and effectual,uy which every
Springfield,Ohio.
Lowing & Cross, Solicitors for Complainant.
sufferer, no matter what his condition maybe, may
Dry Goods and Carpet House of Western cn e himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.
[A True Copy.]
A. L. HOLMES,
W. F. HARRIS.
Attest:Alfred A. Tract, Register In Chancery.
XWThis Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
Michigan, recognize these facts. They and thousands.
82-7w.

Grand

fearful

dilemmas.

T T E R S.

HOP BITTERS.

Publlsherflt

after day,

P

finest kind of Baking Powder is
manufactured,and offered for sale through
our retail stores, by Mr. Wm. E. Derrick,
ot Grand Rapids. Mr. Derrick has assoNovemher, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
ciated himself with Messrs. Tolford,
and Seventy-nine(1879), «t one o’clock
Goodrich & Co., in order to introduce
in the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
their soups, which are of a superior quali- county circuit com; house, In the city of Grand If yon are married or single, old or tonng, suffering from poor health or languishing on
ty, at the same time. Mr. Derrick is mak- Haven, (said court house being the place of holda bed of sickness, take
ing strenuous exertions to introduce these ing the circuit court within the county in which
the lands and premises described in said mortgage
goods. Send for pricelist to Tolford, are situated).»t pnhlic vendno to the highest bidGoodrich & Co., at No. 22 South Division der; the lands and premises In said mortgage
described, being to-wlt: All that certain piece or Whoeaer yon are. wherever you arc. whenever you
street, Grand
37-?w.
feel that yonr system needs cleansing, toning
parcel ol land situate and being in the township
or stimulating, without intoxicating,take
of Olive, county of Ottawa,and State of Michigan,
and described as follows,to-wit : The south,threefourths (J^ths) of the west halt of the southeast
AtU’crtisemfnts.
quarter of section eighteen (18) in town six (6)
north of range fifteen (15) west, containingsixty Have you dyspepsia,kidney or urinary comjrlvint,
(6") acres, or so ranch thereof as may he necessary
disease of the stomach, bowe'.s, blood, liver or
THE FINEST
to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage,with
nerves f You will be cured if you take
Interest at the rate of ten per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
attorney’s fee of twenty five dollars us in said
mortgage agreed and provided.
If you are simply ailing, are weak and low spirDated Holland. August 2<>th, A. D. If-TO.
IN THE STATE.
ited, try It! Buy It. Insist upon It.
MATTALENA MENEGUA. Mortijagse.
Your druggist keeps it.
HENRY D. POST, Attorney for said Mortrjaqee.

experiencewith a drunken woman, only carry a stock second to none in the State, Sent, under ^al. in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of afx cents, or two postage
for ao hour, has given me a soul full of
stamps. '
and they sell goods at bottom figures.
Addressthe
19-lv
feeling for the husbands and wives, in
Holland or elsewhere, who, day

120 acres In Olive. Best land In the town.

H O

/"ANK-ACRE LOT. on Land

How

Sale.

to
aMf

ance on time.

I never saw the parties afterwards

W.

it.
--

it-is; yet this will

almost kill him— don’t wait for him.”

trusted to Capt.

THAN WHEAT

captain will not

pany she might maintain her self-respect,

knows just how

ad-

explanationand

blame you; he hoped that in your combut he

by the

pastor, I procured Hop Bitters

Farming Lands for

40 acres In Olive. Very good land ami well
rison his wife, of the township of Olive, county
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to Mattalena situated.
Menegiia. of the township of Bangor, county of
80 acre^nearVentura Postofficein Holland.
Van Burcu, and State of Michigan,bearingdate
the twenty-fifth day of January. A. D. eighteen •U) acres on Grand Haven road In Hollaed town,
hundred and seventy-eight,and duly recordedin ship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit lamlthe office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
Apoly
H. D. POST,
county. State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
.
Holland. Mich.
of Mortgagesin said office, on the twenty-s- venth
day of May, A. D. eighteenhundred and seventyeight,at half past two o’clock In the afternoon of If yon are a man of business, weakened by the
strain of your duties,avoid stimulants anil take
that day. upon which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollarsand
B I
sixty-one cents ($5*8.61), and no suit or proceedings having been Instituted at law or in equity to If yon nre a man of letters, tollingover yonr midrecoverthe debt now remaining secured by said night work, to restore brain and nerve waste, take
mortgage or any part thereof:Notice is therefore
hereby gtren. That by virtue of the power of sale
In said mortgage contained, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
If yon nre young, and suffering from any IndiscreMonday, the Seventeenth(17th) day of
tion or dissipation,take

^cit’

PANICKY WHEAT.

and

to the cabin,

was completely dis-

I

Oculist,

Paralysis,Deformities of the head, body

an unconscious burden to be held up along

came

my

will be fully preparedto treat all cases of

support; next she was almost

carriage or cab

good.

couraged, until one year ago,

of the Afflicted.

Dr. Hartman, the well

away

that I must hurry her

as the only safe expedient, and

for

did them no

Sense.

and commenced their use, and in one
i month we were all well, and none of us
Aurist and Orthopedic Surgeon, will visit
have seen a sick day since, and I want to
Holland, Mich., and stop at the City Hotel
say to all the poor men, you can keep
on the 1st of November, .1879. He will
your families well a year with Hop Bitters
have with him a complete outfit of SurI for less that ohe doctor’s visit will cost—
gical appliances and apparatus,etc., and
I know
A Workingman.

youth of 21 was brought face to face with

whom

Japan

Tea for 50 cents.

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

agreeably-written

Holland City Hoc*.

the

During the

to the post-

In about a quarter ol an hour I returned

still

FAMILY GRO-

including the best

Lime, Stucco, Lath. Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

The Prayer cf a Sailor Preacher.

offlee.

and

full lifieof choice

BOOT

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken

by Philip Bourke Marston, and

other appropriate topics.

left her at the designatedplace, aud ex-

No

HORSE BLANK-

ETS.

crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods

strfet. It was

not inconvenientand in a few minutes I

a

<»*

of the latest styles.

brought

num-

“EmlleZolaand the Prince Imperial,” and

could take her to a

cused myself in order to go

Bootes,

etc., etc.

ly Gossip” treats of ‘‘Fall Shopping,

the way back to the

--

Endless variety of

PRINTS

*

Slight Misun-

tale, entitled “Aimee,”

little

again struck with the evidences tit her

certain number in

UNDERWEAR,

of differentprices. Babies’

and happy in the prospect of her walk. “Daisy Miller,” deals with the life of a
At the hotel, and with her friends,I was
young American girl abroad. The “Month-

if I

..line.

’

and everything else in the rubber

las, etc.

made

of different styles,

Ladies’ and Misses’

to adapt it for private theatricals, a charac-

could not understandat the time.

asked

Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAP.

La-

HOODS, corded

of different prices.

SKIRTS

and

Missesv

Velvet, Buttons, Nubias, Umbrel-

Stock of

CLOAKS,

of every description;

comedietta, and needs but a few alterations

thing in the expression which did I not and

vessel, she

and

place on

the stories in the

derstanding,”which is

accepted—but on l^s part with a some-

On

dies’

played a hun-

dred years ago and still keeps

to go alone. It was but ordinary courtesy

social standing.

colors.

a large variety of Trimmings.
manship. “The Bicycle, and Riding
It,” by J. Wilcox, indicates the in- Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices,

were in the port of Charleston, I called
upon them. She casually remarked that
she wanted very much to see a friend at

offer

and

of Southern Italy,” and the profc
lem they offer to Italian stales A complete stock CLOAKING, and In our

Hearing that the captain and his wife

to offer my services; and the

DRESS SILKS HOSIERY

Fall and winter DRESS GOODS.
,The latest styles and patterns.
remarkable
Real novelties.

ties

on ship-board. *

she was too

number of

accompanied by

izationand workings of the “Secret Socle

to the

large

in different shades

correspondenceand sketch-

es of her intimate friends,

clergyman, and her husband the well
an outline portrait of this
known matter of the good ship Sullivan.
woman. Cituli Seton describes the organI formed a pleasant acquaintance with
these parties during a sea-voyage

A

mother, with ex-

lively paper on Goethe’s

lady, well educated, refined In manner,

>

particnlars and private terms free:

Grand Haven,

- -

MWP'*"0”™

Mich.

yourself. A
HMy
Having bat recentlyformed our co-partnership, Portland, Milne.
we wish to inform oar fellow-citiiens of Grand
out
about
It.
peian Days,” the concluding papers of
A WEEK in your own town, and no capiHaven and surrounding towns that we have a fine
H. D. PORT.
Buying goods for spot cash, with a restal risked You can give the business a
Mock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
‘•Rambles of Three,” by Margaret Bertha
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at which wo offer for sale cheap. However,
Wright, la very amuaing and capitally il- ident buyer in New York who daily sends
homo made by the Industrious.Capital
not required; wo will start yon. Men,
lustrated.The fifth chapter of Dr. Os- the latest novelties to the housft here,
HJ" v " women, boys and girls make money faster
at work for us than at anythingelse. The work is
wald’s “ Sumtnerlnnd Sketches”describes
will remain our Specialty.
Spring & Company invite the closest scru- light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
the Sierra Madre,and gives au entertaining
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
Quality uf work guaranteed, and repairing
glimpse of convent-life in the mountain tiny of goods and prices. Those are their •end ns their addresses at once and see for them
terms and particnlars.Which worn a free. $5
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now Is the
done on short notice.
Outfit free. Don’t complainof hard times while
ous region of Mexico. An article on
time. Those already at work nre laying np large
you have such a chance. Address H. HALLETT
best advertisements.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
suras of money. Address TRUE & CO., Agusta,
19-Lv
Leadvillc, also well illustrated,will com.
!
i»-iy
Gbaxd Havjw, Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-tf & CO., Portland,
ness and variety of interest. “Later Pom-

the mind of every purchaser.

I propose to establish a CHEAP Circulating
Library. AH who wish to subscribe, call and find

Custom Made Goods

87-Sao.

Maine.

i

Maine.

b

4
Yellow fever

lotting.
WANTED— Dry

The Board

was

town

in

week.

this

The

Butkau & Van Zoeren have
test

On

We

well mixed.

completed, and work on

the

to $1.25 for

all

druggUta. Price
'

town

1 aili

Has arrived,and will be wadj lor Inspection on

iffleeat

Holland, Mich., Oct 23d, 1870:

Monday, September

a.Turek,

R. Carter, R. G. Smith, F.

Wti.

Vbrbekk, P. M.

The new wateMank at the Grand Haven

in

the line. Considerablework is being done

are

clearing up the rubbish along the track,

--

The

-

-----

-

We

from Europe indi-

latest dispatches

--

and carpet house
eye.”

house in Western Michigan, and

est

We

notice that Mr.

Wm. Van

undoubtedly the

is

It

larg-

oilers

by which so

Zee has uucqualed advantagesto purchasers.

volume with

-

-

Burglars broke into the Ottawa

Iron

Lamp

November number, which

as it truly deserves. You edy
can subscribe for it at H. D. Post’s store. the

a lot of valuable tools be
the mechanics.No clue to the

Grondioet is de-

voting a great deal of space to an over-

-

-

Ex State Senator Henry

S. Clubb, for

dose of gall which its editor seems to have

the last two years pastor of a Bible Chris- acquired by u personalcontroversy wilh

and returned to
Grand Haven.

his

line

& Smith

Eye. Such

For

Eye

all diseases of the

in-

in

counties surrounding us
similar reports
city.
-

from

-

The body

We

also hear

it

-

&

aud Apothecaries, Holland,

was drowned near our harbor a

why

Milwaukee, and we hope they may he suc-

-

went into the broom-handle factory of Mr.
E. J. Harrington,and cut all the

belts.

Such wanton destruction of property ought
t

)

be punished to the fullest extent of th

ceased. The

The

one.

It Is patron-

ized by the elite of that city, the

Council, societies, etc. It is

Go and

see

it,

aud you

will be

convinced

A laroi|and

will

COMPLETE FALL 810CK

I.IBID,
I

HATS, BONNETS,
)

FEATHERS,
RUBSIAB,

is

the

he enabled to chroniclemany more

am

Strictly

Mr.

newspapers

the result of a suit between G.G. Steketee

from Manistee, light.
Wolltn from Chicago, UlOO bu. corn.
Roue from Lndington, 10,000 feet of

Warner,i Health Preserving Oonete.

Editor:— I have been informed

have copied from the Chicago Timet

Emma

and Kim

& Harvey of

and as
to have been

this city,

claimed by the defendants,

FANCY GOODS.

One Trice Establishment

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
POR SPEEHATOREHffiA.

For the HollandCVv Newt:

that you and other publishersof

AND ALL KINDS Of

Grand Rapids, Mich.

first

when

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,

next harvest time comes around.

custom house

TIES,

Corner Canal and Bronson,

indication of good results, and we hope to

lumber, lo.OOO shingle*.

SEMINAL PASTILLE"
A
Dlwoverr

_

Hair-Dressing done, and Switches tntde to order.
Call In and see our adectlous. We shall deem It a
pleasure to show our goods.
K. F. METZ 4 SISTER.

31-amo.

METROPOLITAN

ValttM*

tad N»w D«p*rtur»la Maiteal Satam, aa aaUraly
kal
«Ur«l
Maw and poaKUaly *»«(•
Wt R*M*4r (or Um tpttdr
and parmaaaatCara of

SMmm,

SeminalXmiaalona *
Impoteney bj ibt only

RESTAURANT,
Boney Carpenter, Prop’r.

_

A Memphis

dispatch of Friday of

last

i

le—
181852—

week gives among the new cases of yellow fever reported the name of Henry

Ensel. Mr. Ensel was formerlya

J.

Trl-Cotor from Racine, light.
Tri color from Chicago, 4, (W0 hoops,
80 pkg. mdse.

restaa-

rani keeper on Canal street in the city of

Grand Rapids, in

fi-

CLEARED.
yet. 11— Schr.

Emma

Ao Two Rivers, 180 bn. apples, 40 bu. onions, 1M bkls.
grapes?* 100 gals, cider, 10 bkts.

the little wooden build-

ing where now stands the block occupied

He

by Thomas Martin.

is a brother-in-

13—
14—

14-

300 do/., eggs, 200 Ib*. honey, 40
bn. onion*. 80 bu. apples. 200
cabbages. 85 bkts, gmpes, 33 bkts.
grapes, 24 bkts. pears.
Union to Sheboygan, 20,000 feet

16-

Maid of the Mist to Ahnapec, 800 cially when I

he escaped the fever by leaving the city.

Later.— Mr. Ensel

is reported dead In

missed for want of jurisdiction,”and
no cost was taxed to me, although,
they tried mighty hard to get it,
and the Times aud others did great Injustice to Judge Withey and the under-

pears. 1
Wollln to Ohtcago, 55,000 lumber.
Hopeto Lndington. 1,500 lbs. butter, signed.

law of Mr. Cornelia Steketee. Last yea*

lumber.

the later dispatches.

^

I

J. NiC/S*

open letter in

against them, and this time in the Circuit
Court of Kent

the Lake Shore Commercialof

last

we would say: What you call a

week,

slur,

paper mentioned above.

We

simply re-

peat that the old gentleman iu question
told us at our desk that the article was true.

The
lars

was short and no particuwere mentioned. We have no desire
interview

or Intentionto prevaricate, but it seems

‘

22-

A
city

wood.
lumber.

ft.

-Color to Chicago. 80.0(10

f. b.

Geo. G. Steketee,

beautiful young lady
on Wednesdayof

istered her

name

lust

at Scott’shotel, coming

Grand Rapids, Oct. 22.

from Plattsburgh,

N. Y., who relates the following adven-

*•

.

been

stolen,

containing the check

for

her

**

?.°o

.2:

S

This Is at present the most popular

OYSTER
HOUSE
IN

ha* *taa4 ib#

U-J*

os.

SWto'r

.

HaSaSSagg

OppositeSweet's Hotel.

You

cot*,

aatooi to o*»oro

“My mother was

will find all

and every

SISSSwS'iSSs!
ponBoaoat

12 and 14 Canal Street,

.Ill .mtuiloo.-

Duinf Um .liM yean lUUt ku bam ia naaral aa*, »« b»ra
IhomAdi «( teaUmsUl*a* to It* vilat, aa4 It to bow cobco4o4

tfftcl a

THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,

».rr

you

GAME

effort will be

feel

in their season,

made

at home, and

catoO Ml No. 8,

ter to

to

make

to minis-

your want* with

kindnessand alacrity.

oaaiaa

swahaai.aa4

FINE LIQUORS" and CIGARS
»

afflicteda long time

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Regular Meals only 25

eti.

with Neuralgiaand a dull, heavy, inactive
condition of the whole system; headache,

to use

h

ESS?

C

nervous prostration,and was almost helpthat somebody wants to, “awful bad.” ture, to the honor of railroad conductors less. No physicians or medicines did her
Be it understood,however, that we don’t in general. While in the depot at Detroit any good. Thiee months ago she began
intend to use our columns fur personal she lost her pocket-book, presumed to have
quarrels.

imma.

Illuitratiaoi,
----- - ,
4 la paafoet
that (bay •»* ha T*a<oM
Sila4 far Iba dutiaaof Ufa,
iSaatSt*la4 (or aUaiy la aay

1879.

FESL3 YOUNG AGAIN.

wcok, who regConnolly,

l

Proprietor of Kimm't Pills,Yform Cabs, Bitten and Aoue Cure.

arrive I in this

as Katie Adell

uS

ar mob riojtKt*
data aot laurfor* «IU U* ordinary panaita <X li/a| II I*
euickly dwoWad tad aoaa abaorbod,prod at Uf aa

Sole

staves,85t hbla. heading. 15 bags
leather shavings.
Trl-Color to 3ft cds. slabs.

we

do not. The phrase was quoted from the

do not propose

I

my patents, espehave paid a big price.

80 cds.

Wollln to Chicago. 55.000
Trl

County.

that any one shall steal

Respectfully,

Four Bros, to Chicago,

1618' 18-

proceed again

shall before long

bu. apples.

In reply to Mr.

METZ & SISTER,

E. F.

m

show goods cheerfully,and sampleswill be sent to
any part of the city or country when deelred.

Union from Cheboygan,light.
disposed of in defendant’s favor. The facts
MniU of the Mist. LudlDKton,light.
Four Bros.. Chicago. 35 cds. atone. are not so. The decision of the Hon. S.
Wollln from Chicago, light.
L. Withey, U. S. Judge, is this: “dis-

14-

AT TUI

or

from the same piece of land; one having

arrived.
1314-

\

Millinery Store

polite clerks,

ized plntit won by a third. This

HEROLD.

JUST RECEIVED

Beavers,

phosphate fertilizer. The plants were taken

up to Thursday night:
Oct. 11— Schr.

E.

Blankets, Flannels and

in
thus.^lyj^
trade. , who.
We employ none except

We were shown some wheat plants of
recent growth by Mr. Wclton, which
demonstratedthe power of the super-

city clerk, Mr. Geo. H. Sipp,

Common

first-class.

-

Holland, Mich., Bcpt. 1, 1877.

J.

fine, clean restaurants,stop short, clearances as reported at the

o

at

t

following are the arrivals

—

CALL AND SEE US.

Berlin made Cloaks
exceedingly low prices.
Also a very large stock of

city.

ran, ot Grand Rapids. Whenever you

—

wiiivh

magnitude.

readers to

C. L. Mo-

—

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter,and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swear.

AlsoTniUHn^ofParis and

low as any In the

was placed on the Board of Assessors,
vice Mr. D. Kamperman, moved from the

We call the attention of our
the new advertisementof Mr.

until you have seen this

mo

was appointed, vice Dr. B. Ledeboer, de-

law.

speak of

Mr. G.

Our Cloaks and Dolmans were purchased early
the season, and manufacturedto our order.
Elegant new stylesoi C'oaks. |4.W aud $5.U).

wnd Dolmans

Van Duren, resigned. had the benefit of the fertilizerand the
r'or Health Officer Dr. R. A. Bchouten other not. In these few weeks the fertil•ost, vice

at

Eighth Street, City or Holland.

cessful 111
in giving the people »
a vi—i.-j
quality that
wc bought
In Jane,
CesSIUI
...... \ftilch
WDlcn wo
DOURnun
«iuuo. which enables ns
« to sell
r-li..m utjr whl huciv*?
nlrt w nrnflPiit Vfllllft.
iem iuiiv
wil| no, be surpassedanywhere, and
Our animrtmcntwill be found very completeIn
build up a remunerativeenterprise of vast every depart ment, and our prices guaranteed as

Grand Board of Education was handed in and
Haven harbor, on Saturday,October 18th.
accepted. The Council then appointed
He was buried on Sunday lust, at Spring
Mr. E. van der Veen a member of the
Lake, Mich.
Board or
of JMiucauon,
Education, vice Prof.
___ *•».
Hoard
run. T.
i. R.
Early on Monday morning, or on Sun-Ag^ regign(llj. Mr> Win. Cropley, vice
... last,
Inot some
Q .tni. whelp,
n-linln meaner
mpnnpr than
tllHIl usual,
IlSlllll. i~
.. * it _ ______ A \ _ IT TV
day
r. B. Ledeboer, deceased; Mr. II. D.
j

Just received

Strictlyall wool Cloaks. |8.00.

ago, was found three miles north of

’

in

& SHOES

HEROLD,

E.

Satins,

CLOAKS!

has no equal.

business in the celebratedbreweries of

At a session of the Common Council on
who Tuesday evening last the resignation of
short time
Mr. G J. Van Durcn as member of the

-

MAT0H DRESS GOODS.

TO

all hours,

-

OF

BOOTS.

styleslor IS# c upward.

and

thqt a school boy of

of Bob. M'Cambridge,

latest

Plain and Brocaded Silks

Mich.

does the proprietor permit it?

Rhubarb.

stock:

IfcTIEW

1)0

—

Tho

vituperation, that the wonder has become:

localitiesnear this

—

Dutch

sufferablebad

YMT H>w

Safety

by T. E. Annis

of

A Larg* and Fin*

»

taro, which wo claim to

5<>c. pkh

DILLS

day or night.

Domestic Dress Goods

school-

former house, and be vomits it forth in such

DR.

WOOL

of

has been its unparalelled

Price 25 cents. Sold

EOTANT

AND

and so much pro-

,\
Our new brewers, Messrs. Zecb & Self,
15 years of age ought to be severely repri- proprietors of the brewery known ns the
The recent warm weather caused the manded if ho used it. It is so far below
Sutton Brewery, will come out with their
blossoming of some fruit trees and strawthe dignily of a newspaper to devote so first beer to-day. These gentlemen are
berry vines in a great many towns and
much space to such flat, mean, personal expert brewers, who have learned their

home

ALL

world for all diseases of

all over the

firm are the manufacturersof

*rx>

the best ever sold at this price. Also a very large

has not been thought out before.

Co., Druggists

new

tian church in Philadelphia, has abandon- one of the 'builders of the
ed the pulpit

lives

prick op

mime of “King of Patent Modicines.”

thieves.
--- --

years have

success that unsolicited.ithas received the

Our contemporary De

The above

CASHMERES

Cap the CLiMAX.-Pettit’sAmerican
Eye Salve has become the standard Rem-

It is beautiful and larg-

in popularity,

last, and stole

many

an invention as the Harris

ever. It is constantly increasing

er than

Works, at Ferrysburg,on Tuesday night
longing to

the

now before us.

ia

many

nn")

Prescriptionscarefully compound at

perty have been destroved, that so simple

Scribner's Magazine begins her new

-

cigar business.

tion to our line of

passed since the introduction of kerosene,

gonejinto partnership with Mr. D. J.Doornink, of Grand Rapids, in the wholesale

surprising that so

is

™

everything else belonging In a well

stockeddrug store.

M Compound Syrup

In all tho leading new shades, AT

of Grand Rapids, Mich. This dry goods

bloody war. Bismarck has “blood in his

Medicinaluse only,)

Department,In which will be found all the neweet
designs in French, English aud German, as well
Domestic Manufactures.^ e also call specialatten-

three weeks.

the advertisementof Messrs. Spring & Co.,

cate the approaching danger of another

(for

And almost

DRESS HOODS ANTI-US

to resume his business route In about

call the attention of our readers to

aeaortmentof

WlllSS & Ll^UOIS,

entertainsthe hope that he will be enabled

First Reformed Church.
—

—

finest

-------

BCHOUTEN’S

During our recent trip to Grand Rapips
accordingto Republican papers.
we
called upon Mr. J as. Fox, whom we
Tuesday night last, and was buried on
found
convalescing. Although he was seThe steamboat express train on the Thursday, was 07 years of age. For
riously injured internally,his physician
Grand Haven railroad has been discon- a number of years he was deacon of the

-

Wrfting Material, Snuff,
And the

In the market. Particular attcnUon la called to
our vury extensive

Anotrr one of our old settlers has
passed away. Mr. P. de Vries died on

tinued. Shape your trips accordingly.

the best

of

tafuuriMi Mit Milt, Ciprt,

Novelties

man

and building fences.

Republican majority in Ohio has

Xtim

French, English and Ger-

week, and had considerable suc- railroad depot is nearly finished. Great
placing his P. O. cigars and Sara- improvementsare being made all along

no wonder, for the goods
superior, and recommend themselves.

15 th.

latest

Marlindale, A. Moeler.

this

togas, and

decreasedto between 10,000 aud 17,000,

This new etore wilt keep a foil supply
and flucat

Our stock this season la one of tho largestand
boat ever broughtto this city, conalatlng of all the

Chas. Sherwood, Ben. Marsar, Joseph

are informed that Mr. Plei& Huiz

cess in

Mis

25 cents.

List of letters remaining in the Post-

: John
/j<

best.

Mr. Henry Van dor Weyden was

A market-day will be held at Drenthe,
on the 29lh inst., and at Zeeland on the
5th day of November.

Three doors East of Kruisengu's Store.

on

18

Vennema’s building, on Eighth Street,^

the roof

has commenced.

Thr

is sold by
\is

enga are going to open a grocery store in

second story of the new school

is

a severe Cough
Cold. A well merited reputationhas
plasterers have comDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, and this remedy

r

was from $1.20

sometimes

or

our streets, and at Grand Rapids the price

rain, hail and snow,

a rattlesnake is

DRUG STORE,

not more dangerous than

is about

Yesterday wheat was worth $1

This weather is raw and blustering.

house

A bite from

menced work on the inside.

long time.

Thursday we had

af-

__

Lyceum Hall

exterior of

completed,and the

got the fat-

meat on the block we have seen for a

The

_

!

navlnffjnt'tretnrocdftoin the Ewtern Market*,
wo would respectfullyoil the attention of ourp»tront and the public at targe to the fact that our
extensive aud magnificent stock of

Such euterprise is truly commendable.

WARD

FIRST

Special Notice

on the beach, near the harbor of
Grand Haven, has actually commenced.

of Supervisorsof Ottawa

_

ternoon.

new summer

construction of the

hotel,

County closed their session yesterday

Rkv. J. de Spelder, of Macon, Mich,

The

less

Memphis.

in and around

Maple Stove Wood.

graduallygrowing

is

Hop

Bitters, with

such good

Mr. Carpenter alio h*a * Sample

Joslin&Breyman,

at

Room

No. 11 Ionia Street,of which Mr.

R. Getz is

manager.
•*

Wm.

34

— If

FHCBUriX

effect

that she seem to feel young again, al-

money she had, and her
though over 70 years old. We think there
Upon complaint to a
is no other medicine fit to use iu the famiand pride that we claim the acquaintance policeman he made it known lo the byly.”— A lady Providence,R. I.
and friendship to the firm of Rice & Moore standers, and one gentleman immediately
In rebuilding our new shop ws hsve purchased
snUrely new ^
at Grand Rapids, Mich. Mr. Moore will be gave the policeman $2 for the lady, and
During our late visit to Grand Rapida
remembered by all the old soldiers as the another $1, which example was followed we found all the principal dealers in
Machinery of the moet ApprovedPatterns,
first aergeantof Co. D. 8th Mich. Inf., by several others, but not nearly replacing spirits handlingthe " New Hope” whisky,
the .Uu.
sum <»..»
she had lost. —
She.....
then
bought
a which is considered to be the finest article Watchmakers | Jewelers,
who was wounded, promoted and at
.....
•
And we are confident we can satisfy all who
want
close of the war came home as a captain, ticket to Jackson and got on the tram; she of whisky manufacturedifi the world.
dealers in
t* the
th* 7th
?th Mich.
Mlrh. Garalrv.
He waa
waa alwaya
alwavs told the conductor
condnctor what had happened,
happened. These goods are for sale only by Kortlander
in
Uaralry. He
Matching,
the warm hearted friend of the “Holland and when the train arrived at Jackson he & Grady, 105 Monroe 8t., Grand Rapids. Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
It ib with no small

trunk, all the

amount

Planing Mill

of satisfaction-railroad ticket

'

the

—

u..u

Planing,

yoa.

boya” and they of him. /fTV'JraTfuckyIn went with her to the baggage-room so that Give them
associating himself wilh Mr. Rice, a gentle- she could identify and obtain her trunk,

* call;

one

trial will

VI-**,
qualities. and then introduced her to the conductor
Although prices have gone up In our
They now do a large grocery buslneaaon on the next road and told him of her mis- line of goods, you can at|ll buy Boots and
the corner of Monroe and Ionia streets, fortune and asked to pass her to Grand Bboea, tor the same 4o* figures, at the

man

and

possessing the

as you walk

same noble

up

Ionia street from

Rapids,

which he

did, and there obtained Bankrupt

Boot and Shoe

OB

convince

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

WE BATE

IDIRTZ-

Store, No. 28

the depot our people cannot fail to see the

her trunk for her and introducedher to Canal Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

sign on the opposite aide of Monroe street

the couductoron the C.

railroad,

A

STEAM

K1IL1T

ustn

87-aw.

& W. M.

Re-Sawing Done.

All Kinds of

Spectacles,

•

DRYING OP LUMBER WE BEALL

•

MAKE A SPECIALTY.
Ih the Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store
They entry a fine assortment of goods, con
t
you can find a constant crowd of cusher
trunk
for
her
at
the
baggage-mom
by
taining many articles which cannot be
et
tomer! going out and coming in. The
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
found in this city, and ihereforeadvlae our her identifying it. She proceeded to Ven- Finest Goods for Children and Misses are
frlenda to call in there and see for them- tura, where she has relative*. It is grati- fairly aacriflced at ridiculouslylow figures. Repairing Neatly mi Prompt’s Executed. Or anything in oar line nunufectored on short
selves. Make yourself known to them and fying to find such kiudneas among rail- Don’t forget the numbci— 28 Canal Street,
WIBMAM * TAN
nnii.Aifn. March 24. 1678.
Grand
27-8w.
road employes
you will find friends.
who passed her to

this city and

obtained

Fall Line

Ranids.

Gold Pens

“’“Sit,

Paul did not speculate on the subject. airest. Who else bnt Paul could hare
wished to injure Paola? Bnt the death
What would jt that I bring to j«
From tbe field* of ahlning clover,
beauty in two phases— the sad and the of the Spanish girl was a serious matter ;
From the glintingof the angel bower*,
mirthful Ail this passed in a moment, and the quarter-gunners,therefore, unThat arch your Sabbathover?
and yet on the mind cf the yonng top- derwent a rigid examination.
There's a mesaage o' the autnmer air
As for Paol, he was a changed man.
man it left an impression never to be
That’* freightedwith such bleaalng;
All his liveliness forsook him; he ate
•eradicated.
There are being* ever bright and fair
The immediate result was that when, very little, and seemed to be forever
lhat bend to your careaslag.
at the end of their forty-eight hours, brooding over the untimely death of
Above the earth and fu' of lore,
the maintopmen returned to the ship, the fair Spanish girl.
Ah, auch a power I bring ye,
A’ of that rapturou* etght to prove,
Bnt was that fell?1 Had he not to enPaol was not among them. At first it
Ihla la the song I sing ye
was surmised that he had been robbed dure the sad reflection that in revengOut of a sphere that's fair and bright,
and murdered, as the officers averred, ing himself upon Paola he had murWhere firm, unbroken ever,
one
and aU, that he would never be a dered the girl he adored?
Immured in glory of delight ,,
Great pains were taken to discover who
No more our hearts to sever,
voluntary deserter.
Bntsoaroely
two
weeks
had
passed put that shot into the gnu; and it was
The angels tag their sent* of love—
when a tall Spaniard or Oholar came suspected that one of the quarter-gunThe glad love of the spirit.
The crown that every soul above
off tons in his canoe and obtained an ners was in possession of the secret;
In heaves shad /nberlt.
interview with the Captain of the frig- but, if so, he never revealed it. Suspicion none the less rested npon Paul,
No more the song upon the earth
ate.
Of soul* in wrath eternal
“That
man
is after blood money,” who became more and more gloomy and
No more the darkness and the dearth
said Bill Began, Captain of the main- emaciated every day, and life seemed
Kindled by flames infernal.
op, after having watched the motions to be a harden to him.
I find a' souls are filledwi' love;
Such was the state of affairs, when,
of
the strangera few moments.
A' hearts must heaven inherit
they but a’ their kindne** prove
Scarcely had the informer left when one morning, the startling fact was an>, In affection to man's spirit.
- S— i— had been
the boatswain’s whistle rang through nounced that W
found murdered in his hammock.
I find that every man below!
the ship, and the name of W — - 8
Is every man's ane brlther;
As this was the man who had told
was loudly called.
We gain the path to heavenly life
W
S
made his appearance in where Paul was concealed at the time
By helping ane anlther.
the gangway, and the Captain conferred he had deserted, no one doubted that
I find a* thoughts an linkedwith one,
Paul was the murderer. The Captain
with him along time.
The Eternal Loving Spirit,
Even as the splendor of the sun
As it was remembered that Paul Ed- of the frigate called Paul to the mainMust a’ the rays inherit.
wards, was last seen in the company of mast and began to question him.
“Have you any idea who stabbed
Oh, brother, sisters, in your home
this W -- S, the crew inferred
Borne down with passing pleasure,
?” commenced the Captain.
that the Cholar in his canoe had come S
Receive tbe joys that are to come
“Yes, sir,” answered Paul, in a careless
on board to inform against Paul and
In this delightfulmeasure.
had mentioned the fact that W
tone.
From Prince and King, from chain and thrall
“Indeed 1 Whom do you suspect of
8
-knew
where
he
was
concealed.
The angel bands release,
That you may hear the Heavenly call,
Be that as it may, the master-at-arms this wicked deed?”
That they may bring you peace.
“I am the man,” said Paul.
and a boatswain’smate went on shore
“Youl” cried the Captain. “And
Behold the voice of Heavenly Love,
that very day, and returned in the
Behold thg angel firong;
what could have induced you to run
evening with Paul in their company.
Behold a' souls are linked above
Every one- sympathized with the cap- your neck into a halter in this manBy action,which is song
tured youth; even the junior officers ner?”
And now, as o'er fair Scotia's hills
seemed to be sorry that he had not
“He caused the death of the girl I
Tbe purple dews are falling,
As down the many glintingrills
made his escape ; but martial law knows loved,” answered Paul.
The air of night is calling,
no mercy, and young Edwards was im“What! S
!” demanded the asSo in your hearts and on your shore
mediately ironed and thrust into the tonished commander. “Do you mean
Is the voice forever pressing,
brig — a place on the forecastle,between to say that S
put the round shot inFreedom to man forevermore,
decks, where prisoners are kept and to the gun ?”
From cares and pain distressing;
guarded by a marine.
“No, sir.”
Freedom from fear, from death, from gloom,
It was soon known that Paul Edwards
“How, then, could he be guilty, since
from a* that old-time terror;
For souls have risen from the tomb
h(u\ obtained an introduction to the it was that round shot which killed
And banished old time error.
yonng Spanish beauty whom he saw at your Spanish girl?”
the theater, and that her charms had
Freedom from a’ that dread and doubt,
“ S
betrayed me, sir, and Paola
That fear of gods supernal;
tempted him to desert. A shipmate of was equally guilty. I put the shot
For lot within, around, without,
his, named W
8
, had pointed into the gun to kill Paola, and that shot
We hear the voice eternal.
I ont the place where Paul was concealed
killed my girl. But for S
it conld
Ood is the chiming of a bell
— thougn not before a native called not have happened, as Paola did not
That rings from out the heaven
Ood is the voice that aye shall tell
Paola had come on board and given know where I was concealed ; he only
Of souls unto Blm given.
such information as led to the capture knew that S -- could tell, and S
of the unfortunate lover. This Paola did tell.”
Ood is the light of every heart.
Whose fair and perfectessence
was the tall Spaniard of whom I have
“ But don’t you know that you have
At last His glory shall impart
spoken, who came off in his canoe, and only made things worse for yourself by
In His supreme*! presence.
who Bill Regan suspected was “after killing 8
?”
blood money.” He had given the in“ You mean that I shall be hanged,
THE YOUNG DESERTER,
formation which led to Paul’s capture, sir.”
BY WILLIAM COMSTOCK.
and had received his reward in Spanish
“ You cannot escape the punishment
dollars, and that was the “blood money” of death,” said the Captain, solemnly.
A great favorite in our frigate and
of which the Captain of the maintop had
“ And death is just what I want,” reparticularly in the maintop, was yonng
spoken.
turned Paul. “ Life is no object to me,
Paul Edwards— as he was registered on
Paul and several other offenders were now that that girl is dead.”
the purser’s books; though there were
Paul was tried for the murder of
soon
tried by a court-martial, and Paul
hints now and then thrown oat that his
was
sentenced
to
receive
three
dozen
W
S
, and was of course conreal name was Stanley, and that he was
the scion ol a noted English family. It lashes with the cat-o’-nine-tails for de- demned to die. It was necessary, however, that the sentence should be apwas said that very early in life he had sertion.
Paul
received
his
punishment,
and,
proved
in Washington, and before we
quarreled with his high-bornrelatives
and left them. Since then he had pur- although he never winced, it was evi- could hear from there it was generally
sued a roving life with little prospect dent tha« he would not soon forget believedthat the unhappy youth would
succumb to his grief. He survived,
of ever being other than “ a poor nurs- those who had betrayed him.
Paola
lived
near
the
shore,
in
a
mudhowever, but he was wasted to a skeleling of the storm,” wearing out his life
on the rolling billows, and finally sink- walled house, to which was astached a ton when the day of execution aring into an obscure grave, unhonored small garden. His mates of the main- rived.
top noticed that whenever Paul cast his
As we could not put a man to death
and unknown.
eyes
in
that
direction
he
slowly
shook
in
the harbor of Callao, we were obAt least Paul seemed to have no amliged to weigh anchor and pat to sea,
bition to be anything more than an act- Ins head and gritted his teeth.
On the Fourth of July we fired a na- and, having saved Paul from the trouble
ive and enterprising maintop-man, first
tional
salute; a French frigate in the of committing suicide by hanging him,
on the yard in a storm and the last to
leave the post of danger, whatever it harbor ran up the American flag, and we returned to onr moorings in Callao
also fired a salute in honor of our inde- harbor.
might happen to be.
He was still quite young, not more pendence.
Macaulej’s Annihilator.
As soon as the smoke cleared away a
than 19. Had he no mother— no sisters
— no brother? Had he no yearning for commotion was observed on the shore
On last Monday morning as Mr. Macseveral persons were seen running in- auley, the actor, was about to get on
the companions of his childhood?
If so, he never mentioned them. Oth- land from the beach; and the quarter- board the train, a queer-looking man
er yonng seamen would sometimes master, upon looking throngh his spy- stepped np to him and asked for a few
speak of a kind sister, a brother or a glass, announced that Paola’s house minutes’ conversation, which was pleassweetheartwhom they had left behind had been overthrown, or, as he ex- antly granted by Mr. Macauley, who has
them, bnt Paul Edwards was silent as pressed it, had been “knocked into the less airs about him with strangersthan
the grave in relation to his antecedents shape of a cocked hat.”
any actor in the profession.
The officer of the deck then took the * “I’d like to see that annihilatorthat
and the people among whom his early
years had been passed. One might have spy-glass, and, after looking through it you have— that gun that shoves out like
imagined that he was a child of the a moment, said that the people on a telescope.”
nea, one who had never been on shore shore were looking off at oar frigate,
“Certainly,sir; I have it in my vaat ail ; for he never made mention of and shaking their heads in a manner lise. It frequentlycomes handy when
the land or anything that grew upon it. which denoted that a round shot from strangers fool with me.”
All his thoughts— all Iris conversation one of our guns had done the mischief.
The actor went into the train, fol“Third cutter awayl” was the order lowed by the stranger, and soon prowere of the sea.
This might have continued to be the given, and an officerwent on shore to duced his “annihilator,” which the oth'case with Paul Edwards till old age ascertain whatever he could in regard er grasped eagerly and began to work,
to the affair. He soon returned with his eyes gleaming with delight.
‘ blunted his faculties,and the wheel at
the cistern could no longer turn round, the intelligence that a shot had struck
“That’s a daisy, by Jove it is! What’s
if nature had not implanted in the two the house of Paola, knocked away one its range?”
sexes a mutual regard, if feminine corner of it, and smashed the dinner“I never really knew how far it would

He had simply witnessed Spanish
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beauty had not an attractionwhich
nothing else earthly can withstand.
We lay at Callao. The crew had lib'erty on shore. A part of them went at
a time, spending forty-eight hoars in
Callao and Lima.
When the maintop-men took their
torn on shore, Paul was of the number.
In the evening Paul and several oth-era visited the theater in Lima aid witnessed the performanceof “Holla”—

pot which had happened,at that mo- shoot. It carries a pound of powder to
ment, to be boiling over a pan of char- a pint of shot, and the charge spreads
coal.

upon.

‘

overlooked
f
It was the countenanceof a young

a syllable.

Spanish beauty from which the momentarv trouble was just passing away, like
n thin cloud from the mornihg star ; and,
as if suddenly recollectingthat what
she had witnessed was only, simulated
offering, her features were lit up by a
mile. She would, probably, have said,
if qneetioned on the subject, that she
was laughing at her own folly.

roost,” jgaid onr First Lieutenant, fixing

*>“

Curses sometimes

come home

his keen glance upon the face of

to

Pam.

That somebody had pat around shot
into one of the guns, when the salnte
was fired, could not lie doubted; and
it was pretty evident that more than
one of onr officers suspected Paul Edwards, as Paola was the man who had
informed against him and caused his

She's one in s thousand,"
Said old Fanner Grey,
As he waded knee-deepIn the sweet-ecented hay;
“ Yon won’t find her Uke. inarm.
From here to the town—
That womsn out there, ..
In the calico gown.
“

The greatest friend of truth is time.
—Butler.
More things are wrought by prayer
than the world dreams ot.— Tennyson.

Of

all thieves fools are the worst;

they rob yon of time and temper.—

yon could hare aeen her
That morning In May,
When 1 e'opped at her father's
And took her away—
A likely young bride,marm,
So bloom in# and fair,
And 4 clipper* aa that littlelamb
Frisking there I
If

Goethe.

Would yon have men

speak well of
never speak well of your-

self.

you? Then

‘

The abuse or misapplicationof truth
is as blameworthy as the invention of
•

“ Once,” sighed Madame Bonaparte,
“I had everything bnt money; now I
have nothing else.”

Obscurity and comfort

./ -j

are frequent

ly friends,but popularity and trouble

if yon should lose her!"
ventured to siy.
The old farmer sighed,
And looked down at his hay.
“ ’Twould nigh break my heart I”
He repliedwith a tear;
u As now help's uncommonly
High about here 1"
44

generallygo together.

And,
I

No man ever regretted that he was
virtuous and honest in his yonth and
kept aloof from idle companions.
To be

When firstwe were married,
And all (or my sake"
(And here the old farmer
Leaned hard on his rake),
44 She gave up her music
And gave up her books—
No nonsense about her
You know by her looks 1"
“

falsehood.

wise is to feel that all that is

and to experience
become wise.
A man’s virtues should be measured,
not by his occasional exertions, but by
earthly is transient,

misfortune is

PITH AND POINT.

to

did billet doux?

A cavalry charge

the doings of his ordinary life.

There are many men whose tongues
might govern multitudes if they could
govern their tongues.— Prenffce.
It is always safe to learn, even

What

from

onr enemies; seldom safe to venture to
instruct even our friends,— Cotton.

is sometimes only

a s^y-ride.

Strange, but they don’t reap the ice
harvest with icicles.

A boy who was spanked said the sensation was thrilling to an extreme.

“Give me a center berth,” she remarked. He center to the ticket office.
The boy who stole for the first time

A weak mind is like a microscope,
which magnifiestrifling things, bnt canafterward concludedto steal for himnot receive great onee.— Chesterfield.
self.

Truth

the most powerful thing
in the world, since fiction can only
please us by its resemblanceto it.—
Shaftesbury.

Our

is

Games of

chance would not be so awman could win everv

ful naughty if a
time.

Talk about getting a living! Why,
barely existed in the Garden of
hand; Eden.

striving against nature is like

Adam

holding a weathercock with one’s
as soon as the force is taken off it veers
Garlic is said to be a sovereign remagain with the wind.
edy for gout. There is no remedy for
garlic.

Benjamin West.

The joker who intimated that he had
West was of Quakef lineage. Such some “nuts to crack” must have meant
was the rude condition of the arts in jest- nut s.
the neighborhood at that time that his
first initiation into art was as simple as
that of Giotto. At 9 years of age he
drew hairs from a cat’s tail, and made
himself a brush. Colors he obtained
by grinding charcoal and chalk, and
crushing the red blood out from the
blackberry. His mother's laundry furnished him with indigo, and the friendly Indians who came to his father’s
lionse gave him of the red and yellow
earths with which they daubed their
faces. With such rude materials the
lad painted a child sleeping in its
cradle,

and in

that first effort of pre-

cocious genius executed certain touches
which he never surpassed, as he affirmed long after, when at the zenith of
his remarkable career.
How, from such primitiveefforts, the
Quaker youth gradually worked into
fume, went to Italy and acquired position there, and then settled in England,
became the favored protege of the
King for forty years, and the

Some men

are noted for their inngo right on keep-

ability,and yet they
ing a hotel.

may accept

If we

literally the script-

ural teaching,the fool of the present
will be the fuel of the future.

One

writes illegibly to

hide his bad

spelling, as one contents one’s self with
a half smile to conceal poor teeth.
“

W

hat’s jography,Bill?” “ It’s a tell-

know nothin’
about by 'cute chaps that never seen
’em.”
ing of forrin lands that we

A bachelor, npon reading that “ two
lovers will sit up all night with one
chair in the room, said it could not be
done unless one of them sat on the floor.
Such ignorance is painful.
Female guest— “ Don’t yon know any
walk into my room without rapping? Yon see I am all undressed ” Servant—- Oh I you needn't
excuse yourself, mum ; I don’t mind.”

better than to

!

Some crusty, rusty, fusty, musty,
President of the National Academy of Great Britain— these are dusty, gusty curmudgeon ofja man gave
all matters of history, and, os West the following toast at a celebration:
never forgot his love for his native “Our fire-engines— may they be like
him to the respectfulre- our old maids— ever ready, but never
membrance not only of artists, but of wanted.”
all his countrymen. American art has
A person who had obtained a free
land, entide

every reason, also, to cherish his

mem-

railroad pass asked the ticket agent if

ory with profound gratitude, for no “he conld not embrace his wife.”
painter ever conducted himself with Probably,” the official answered, “but
greater kindness and generosityto the I prefer to see her before promising
rising, struggling artists of his native positively.”

land. No sooner did our early paintAt a funeral service in Slawson, Ct.,
ers reach London than they resorted the minister, in his remarks, was dwellfor aid or guidance to West, and found ing upon the loss to the husband of the
in him a friend who lent them his deceased,when that worthy spoke up :
powerful influence without grudging, “Never mind me. Just throw your
or allowed them to set up their easels heft on the corpse.”
in his studio, and gave them all the inProf. Wilder says: “If you are
struction in his power. Trumbull,
choked, get down upon all fours and
Stuart, Dunlap, and many others, long
cough.” Oh, yes, Prof. Wilder, that is
after they had forgotten the natural well enough ; but suppose you have just
foibles of West, had reason to rememstolen a horse, and you are being
ber how great had been the services h®
choked by a party of Texan regulahad rendered to the aspiring artists of
his transatlantic home.

tors?

A little boy, whose sisters stroll in
the woods for the bright-hued leaves of
powers,
which matured rapidly, and early ceased antnmn time, saw them edming home,
the other day, with a red-whiskered
to develop in excellence proportioned
gentleman,whom he greeted with the
to his extraordinaryindustry and fidelremark:
“My, yon got autumn-leave
ity to his art.
whiskers, ain’t yoa'i*— Philadelphia
But, while a general evenness of
quality rather than striking excellence Bulletin.
•

Benjamin West appears to have been

born with great natural

Z., the painter, is drunk from night
in any particular works was the characteristic of the art of Wes;, together until morning. He drinks everywhere

with a certain brick-red tone in his and everything.“Poor boy,” says the
racket myself!” said colors, not always agreeable, yet ft share tender-hearted Monselet, “he was disthe stranger, pulling ont an immense of genius must be granted to the artist appointed in love. It was a great blow
six-shooterfrom behind. “That’s the who painted “The Departure of Rega- to him, and he drinks to drown his
boy that was the terror of Pioche for ins,” “Death on the Pale Horse,” and grief.” “It seems, then,” says some one,
.
“The Death of Wolfe.” It unquestion- “that his grief knows how to swim.”
“Ah l Are yon the celebrated Pat ably implied daring and consciousness
In a circns, at Paris, HI., a suddenly*
Holland, poet and fighter of Pioche?” of power to brave the opposition of crazed yonng lady ran into the ring,
“I am pretty well recognizedin the contemporary opinion and abandon embraced the clown, and declared that
sage-brushcountry by that name. classic costume in historical composi- he most become her husband. The
When I haul this machinery ont it tions. In this innovation he won to his andienco said that it was the first origclears the streets quicker than a squad side the judgment of Sir Joshua inal joke that they had heard in a circns
of New York police could do it I’d Reynolds and effected a revolutionin ring for more than twenty years.— Nor*
like to bny that annihilator of yours, certain phases of art. Notwithstandingristown Herald.
for a sort of companion piece, as it this, however, West was emphatically
A certain old gentleman, very rich
were, to mine— something to balance a man of his time, molded by it rather and still more stingy, is in the habit of
than forming it, and inclined to con- wearing his clothes to the last thread.
me on the other side.”
"To tell you the, truth, Mr. Holland,” ventionalism ; when he entered the One of his friends, meeting him, exreplied Macauley, laughing, "this affair arena, art was in a depressed condition claimed: “They told me that yon had
of mine is only a sham. It doesn’t both in Italy, where he stndied, and in a new hat, and I’U be hanged if yon
shoot at all— just meant for the stage, England. When Reynolds and Gains- haven’t!” “Oh, yes,” said the miser,
borough gave a fresh impulse to art, looking as if he were a trifle ashamed of
you
.>
“Holy Moses! Yon don’t mean to West’s genius had already matured, and himself, “yon see, my wife kept telling
say that yon can’t kill a man with it?” was incapable of making farther prog- me that the old one was a good deal
ress.— N. G. W. Benjamin, in Harper's worn ont. Well, yesterdaywas my
“Exactly!”
“Good-by, sir! Pve been goin’ to see Magazine.
wife’s birthday, and I got myself a new
yon night after night, supposin’ this
hat for her birthday present”
“There is something inexpressibly
weapon was the real cheese, and I’m
Gortschakoff is 81 years old. He
sold. I used to dream about it night touching in the fallen leaves,” sighs an
after night, and now to find out it’s a esteemed author. There is, there is. is the bitter enemy of modem LiberalIt’s when yon slip on one of the articles ism, and is sure that he shall never see
fraud. It’s too terrible1 ”
Here Pat sat down on a car step and of a wet morning, and touch the un- a Bnasian Parliament Ha won the
wept like a child.— Firpinia City sympathetic pavement with the end of portfolio of Chancellor by an anonymous competitive examination.
yourself.
Chronicle.
ont in all directions.”

Bnt that was not the worst of it The
beantifal Spanish girl who had won
the heart of Paul Edwards was coming
toward the beach at the time, probably
ipe of seeing or hearing somein the hope
r passthing of Paul; and the shot, after
:ck her
ing through Paola’s honse, strut
and killed her outfull in the breast
'
right The people on shore conld not
-a very different play from our M Pizarro ;
decide whether tne diet came from onr
or, the Death of Holla.”
When, in the last scene, the High frigate or from one of the Frenchman’s
Priest of the Son stabbed himself with guns, as both salutes were fired nearly
an arrow, there was a general langh together.
Some of onr men were inclined to
among the andience,as the suicidal ecclesiastichad been from the first the langh when told that Paola’s honse
had been knocked over by a round
persistent enemy of Cora.
Bnt Paol could easily distinguish shot; bnt, when the additiomd informafrom this general merriment a slight tion was given that the yonng Spanish
cry as of terror or sympathy, and, me- lady had been killed, all eyes were
•chknically taming his head to see from turned gravely upon Paul, who seemed
whom it proceeded, his eyee encoun- thnnderstrnck by this intelligence, and,
tered the loveliest features that he had turning very pale, was unable to utter
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“Pve got

a little
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versation between the occupants when
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the game is approaching. The decoys, .
of the Underwood Family
$777j?dS‘“p. s'^RTrjari.ffi:
to the number of a dozen or more, beAuguataJ
Extinct— The Horrible Sight that One Brave
ow to cureeit.
It. Bead (tamp.
ing
flat,
must
be
placed
at
such
angles
Man Found at the Fort.
^ ______ 'W8KR. Loian.port.Ind.
that when viewed from any point of the
A recent letter from Louisville, Ky.,
compass a few apparently solid geese
says: The Sherifl’s posse, whioh was
Habit &
are seen.— C. A. Zimmerman, in Scrib- To tbo boot Und«, Hi tfao boat cUmtto, with the beat
to leave here last night to bury the remarket*, and on the beat tema, along the Bt Paul.
ner.
MinneapolisA Manitoba R'r, (late Bt. Paul k Paclflo.)
mains of Jesse Underwood, and to res'

THR KENTUCKY WAR.

The Male Win*

oTnfmy
.

EXODUS

cue George Underwood, lacked the
courage to undertake their dangerous
journey,and even the Governor seemed

*

A Boy’s Advice. wood on the wharf near

A man

piling

the foot of Third street,yesterday, fell
to turn a deaf ear to the earnest pray- into the river, and when hauled out one
ers of our citizens for protection.
bystander advised him to be more care-

Only one man, Frank McFerreu, had
the courage to go up to .the fort, yesterday evening, to bury Jesse, and the
scene when he opened the door of the
log house was really a fearful one. Not
only was Jesse’s body lying before
him, p risoning the air from the stench
of its decay, but he also found there
the corpse of George Underwood, who
had been murdered the night before.
It seems five armed and masked men

ful in the future.

A second one advised

him to take a stout drink of whisky to
keep a chill off. A third thought he
had better hurry home and change his
clothes, and a fourth cautioned him to
get the water out of his ears. When all
had spoken a boot-black came forward

_

and

said:
1 hain’t got

the arms, consisting of a sword,

Now

that

the

last

On long Urne, low price* and aaay paymra

male Underwood

has been killed the war may said to be
oyer, but it is more than likely that the
friends of the Underwoods will take up
the gauntlet and revenge their murdered friends on the Holbrook tribe.
Six murders have now been committed within the last two months in this
deplorableconflict. Five of them were
Underwoods, one a Hojbrook, and, so
far, none of the officers of our State
have taken any steps to prevent these
outrages.Is there no law in Kentucky?
Are there no officers to protect the
peaceable citizens? The country is in
feverish excitement,and several notices
have been given intimidating persons

_

But while we stay, it is pleasantto remember
that the Tremont House, Chicago, is still entertaining its hundreds of guests with that success and satisfaction for whioh this excellent
hotel has long been noted. Tired traveler, try
the Tremont

The United States Capitol

at

D.A.

this will end.
j

(ioose-Shootingfrom Stubble in Minnesota.

To

have aiiything like sport in the
pursuit of the common wild goose
(Bemicla Canadensis) the ordinary
methods of hunting water-fowl hardly
answer here; besides, the lakes they
frequent are pot large enough to justify
the use of the bay-shootingtactics from
sink-boats,and from blinds near the
water. These birds are exceedingly
wary when upon the fields, and are very
seldom bagged by stalking. In their
watchfulness they have but one rival,
and he an effective ally, in the sand-hill
crane, which often feeds in their midst,
thus adding to the difficultyof approach

within effective range. The difficult
problem of their successful capture was
at last solved for us by Col. Sam
Doughty, of Lake City, Minn., who introduced shooting over decoys from
pits dug in the stubble of new breaking, where it has been ascertained
geese are in the habit of feeding. The
decoys are of the simplest construction
and greatest portability, being merely
flat forms in good outline painted in
imitationof the wild goose ; these when
seen at right angles to their flat surfaces, at ordinary shot-gun range and
beyond, are well calculatedto deceive
not alone his gooseship,but even amateur sportsmen.
Two flights a day are made by the
geese from the large lakes in search of
food, one taking place at daybreak in
the morning, and lasting, perhaps, an
hour, and the other at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon, occupying about the same
length of time. On these flights they
are often accompanied by the snowgoose (Anser hyperboreus) and the
white-frontedgoose (Anser Oambelii),
which are here called respectively white
and black brant, though they do not
much resemble the true brant of the
sea-coast (Branta hemida), which may
be found occasionally in the midst of
flocks of the other kinds, yet are by no
means common.
From about the latitude of Kandiyohi county to the Red river of the north
the different species of the wild goose
hold high revel and, upon the approach
of the cold weather, may be seen in
countless thousands massing for the
southern flight An early morning
drive along the wheat-fields which they
frequent will disclose them feeding
either upon stubble or breaking. They
must be allowed to depart not only unmolested, but of their own accord, when
; mu examination of the feeding-ground
is carefully made, and the pits may then
at once be sunk. If there are two shooters, as many pits are necessary, and
they are best circular’llform, about
thirty inches in diameter and forty
inches in depth. The earth of the excavation may be partiallyutilizedin
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Dr. F. Wilhoft’sAnti-Periodicor Fever and
Ague Tonic cannot be too highly recommended.
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to the public, it shbnld be preferredto any

other proprietary medicine. Ali druggists
keep it for sale.

The Mason A Hamlin Organ Co. have
taken the highest honors at all world's exhibitions for more than twelve years, viz., at Paris
1867; Vienna, 1873; Santiago,1875; Philadelphia, 1878, and Paris, 1878; and they aro the
only Americanmakers who have taken such
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It is stated in the London Daily
that the 60,000 camels which perished in the late Afghan campaign wilcost the British Government over £1,1
000.000,
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Gravel.Drnpay,

HUW'P1
WM.

B.

GLARE

K,

L

PwvR*o*»R.

W.CAUl.KTO.N

!

m

Unitarian; educate* f t .ktho ChristianMinistry:glvee
Ok-....—
aid to worthy, but Indigent,studenta: tulllnn, books,
room-rent,turniture, free to all; no sectariantest required: full course Is three yean. ; School year la 88
weeks ; School o|>ened Sept . !!; student* are admiltod
lator; six Profeaaors;Libraryof fit teen toousand volumes; located In a beautifuland bo-dthycity of ten
thousand InbahiuntoApply to IKv. A. A. LI VKltMORK, President,Meadville. Pu.

I8EATTYI
RE ATTYElAMfl
ORGAN

\ew Organa

1 8 step*,Sset QsUes Teague Bee*., A eel's
U kaee swell*,walaat etsr.w srat'S• year*, •ImI A Keek

8M

CUBED FBEEl
An

Infallible and

TheGypsyfiirl;
Ufe

in

Cam; rol

A story of Thrilll.
Ing Interest by

a

Mr

well-knownAuthor,

began in TIIK'C
JHlCACd l.F.IH.KItwith tfaa
¥ Ala. ThU I. the beet .lory ever

XJ S'&Vdb.S'i*

large expense. Now la tbs Urns to put In your subeorWUon for the coming rear.
The price of Tbk Lrikier la only §1 .AO per yeuw
postagepaid, which Is just half the price of ntber story
papers that do not giro so much reading matter. Try
for a year and you surely »U1 be satlaflsd. Address

8

THE LEDGER,

Chicago, HL

NEW OPERAS!
Carmen.
Carmen

opw»byBis*t ........

.

is an Opera that has graduallyand
won lu way to a groat popularity.Although the
Is Urge. In fact what one might call a ^fowM

unexcelledremedy fos

T.

ITft

A

Me ’’'of on

free1 hot

the

Dr.H. 0. ROOT. 1H3

Pearl Street. N>w

York.

opera In svsry way oompleU, for a low prtoe.

label In eane,

IK

0?£i°f Alcantara,

and upwards.

oenta

ThU CUUa-HemeeEaUMUhed IMA.

L0.0.P.

LofP.

REGALIA

,

Laa.i

PENSIONS!
New Law.

Thousand* of Soldier* and b*lr* entitled.
Pentlon.date back to dischargeor death. TimtlimiUd.
Address,with stomp,
E.
P. 0.
Wmehlngtom, D. C.

___
GEORGE
Drawer

LEMON,

SAPONIRER
U the Old Reliable ConcentratedLye

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.

LafH.

Bells of Corneville.
mm
weK

Borcorur44 (tl.uo),are well worth adopting by
panlee who have finished Pinafore(still selling
for to oenta), and who are lookingout for new

Deif Meta, Druid o, and *11 other Soeietto*
mad* to order by M.C. Lllley A C^, CWtmtoe,
Okie. Send for PWee lAoto.
MilitaryunA rtremen'* Goods,

Bunm

sm

M8r operas.

8 Fltg*
19.00 per doten,or |100 each. Bend for copies,
always retntmber tbs Muelenl Record
JELLY.
weekly. It keep# you well posted as to musl
BUrer Medal glvea six or seyeo pages of music per week, ai

PETROLEUM
Grand Medal
atPbUadelp'ta
Expoaitlon.

VASEUNE

atParta
RzpoatUon.

This wonderful •ubstaneg Is acknowledged by physicians throughout the world to b# the beet remedy diecoveredfor the cure of Wound*, BnrnD, Rheuma-

tism. »klu Disease*. Piles, Catarrh, Chilblains, dee. In order that every one may try It, It is
put up In 1& and 86 cent bottle*for household use.

_

12

AN)

per year

I

OLIYEB DITSON &
C. II.Ditson

CO., Boston.

dtCo., J.E.DIUoadiCm*

143 Broadway,

N.Y.

9X8 Chestnut Bi.Fhflft.

Obtain It from your druggist, and youwiU find it euperlor
to anythingyou have ever used.

IT IS FULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market I* flooded with (so-called) Concentrated
Lyo. winch is adulterated
with salt and rosin, and
maJ:t

SA VJB

MONET, AND BUT HT*

SaponireR

MADE BY THE
P«mi£ylvania Salt Manufg Co,
VMf rT.A DELPHIA.

RiMsu*
SIOVEPOUSH
Scanty of

Pollrti, String

Labor, Cleanliness,

Sudden changes in tho weather arb productive of Throat Diseases, Coughs and
Colds. There is no more effectualrelief to be
found than in the use of “Brown's Bronchial
Troches." 25

eta,

a box.

There are 700 Chicago people in the
Black Hills, and abont the same number
in the Leadvilledistrict.

If

BEST!

Stiffeners,and they wi.1 never run over again

The Ladies are all buying Madam Loraine’s
Boaom Shapes. See "ad.1'm another column.

Chew

ManufactoryfRAiiifBORO.^

Jackson’sBest Sweet Navy Tobacco.

Bitters,

glorious truth

you would say, “Truth,
"-Sentinel.

As a Cure for Piles,
Kidney-Wort acts first by overcoming
in the mildest manner all tendency to
constipation;then, by its great tonic
and invigoratingproperties, it restores
to health the debilitated and weakened
parts. Hundreds of certifiedcures,
where

all else

had

ob

failed.

-ksOJNJ.jLjStI We
I

_

Agent* on ui»ry or commladnn. Addra«*.
pay either

to

EM:
IAD1ES
SKbosomshapes

GREENBACKS.

I

I

Are made of fine SilveredBraid, woven Into a beautiful
light, pliable,net-work Buat; are clean, neat, healthy,
Nil

H*!

yi'SM

In the inquiry— WhJch is the
host Liniment for Han and
Beast?— this is the answer, attested by two generations : the

ple. It penetratesevery sore,
wound, or lameness, to the
?ery bone, and drives out all
inflammatory and morbid matter. It u goes to the root” of
the trouble, and never fails to
core in doable quick time.

Not bo fast, mj friend; for if yon
would see the strong, healthy, blooming
men, women and children that have
been raieed from beds of sickness, Buffering, and almost death, by the nse of

,

•

NewTork

Interested

Mexican mustang liniMENT. The reason is sim-

“Lies! Big Lies!”

Hop

SALESROOMS

yon are

Union Square

Nothing is uglier than a crookfd boot or
shoe. Straighten them with Lyon’s Heel

constructinga slight embankment cool and telf-adjuatlng ; making np a full development, giving eaae, KIC
grroe
VVJ and
V VAJIUtUI
comfort
yto OVCI/
every AJMJ/
lady
around the edges of the pit. The sur- ***''••*•
SSXtt.SS
face of the soil about the pit- openings
must be manipulated until it accords
in appearancewith the natural surroundings. The pits may be near $116
enough to permit of a whispered con-

IStStateSt, Chicago,!
MANUFACTURERS OF

SILVER

PLATED
WARE.
Tr»4e Murk

fbr Speeus, Ferka,

Ae.i

1847, Rogers Bros.

A

I.

Them Geode have taken the CerHfieateeof
Award wherever rachiblted, both in this me*
the old Countries,

And the Meriden

Britannia Co»

LABGEST and Best
Manufacturersin this
line in the World.

are the

1

SMITH

111

CO.

First Established ! Most Suceessfal!

THEIR INSTRUMENTS hire
aloe in

s standard

the

all

Farmers, Weigh Year Produce!

2-TOK WAGON SCALES S40,
8,

Everywhere recognized as the

OVER
Made and
Best work

In

Female Wesknese, — *of the Uterus, Leucorrhoca.Chronic
Uloerathm of the Uterus. Incidental
Flooding,Painful, Suppressedand In
tlon. Ac. An old and reliable renu
card for a pamphlet,with treatment,'
will positively cere

FINEST

80,000

—

perbotUe.

nse. New

Designs constantly.
lowest prices.
Afr- Send for a Catalogue.

and

tal^opj-WitaSliBoMKaa

_

DR. MARGHISI’S oimrou

LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WOULD!
IN TONE.

8^ Ask roar Jeweler Ibr theee

Other* lu Pruportlwu!

0.

The Premium ftealee of the World.
All Beale* Warranted.Bend for ReducedPrice List

CHICAGO SCALE

CO.,

XA1 JeffcreeuStreet, Chit-age,

I

H.W

irA‘1^1T,a;S3Ka.7g

$20

l.

WABXBR ISOS.. SSI Bro*4vay. N.

StMm “
Reliance may be placed ha

$5

son and Srxlbla and codUId.im
Price by mall, • It
PorMleby .lleadlac rarrrbanta.

•m.

HKSIS
Liquid Pain

*

(IMUium; I. wabsaktib KOI lobrtak
dnwnnrrr thahlpa. Pricell.tf.Thrlr

the only reliable substitute for

much as tin,
and can be applied by any one. Samples an
descriptive price lists free. H. W. Johns Mfg

News

tin HI. tint

parts

climates. It costs only half as

at any.

a

iiiefiippi

•very

adapted for steep or

a.

mm

baa appaarod far nan. Agenta already at work
making big sale*. Bend at ones and secure tsirtteaj.
For circulars and liberalterms apply to
H. N. HINCKLEY,tt South Canal Bt, Chlcagu,DL

.

Asbestos Roofing (with white or light

of the world,

i _
_________
*
rf tot
« to itoto* «m<to Iii
•to to aar ton. tm'i to

,P»rtlcscontemplating marriage, and desiring•nteething very neat and tasty in
-----of Wedding
- Note
ItheVay
Papor.nd Envelope*,should
Id ask the publisher of thia
paper to .bow them NKWh
hPAPKR UNION earn plea
of such good*.

i\c.iv.

,coat.
. _ t
porter*at Half the
Beat plan ever offered to Club Agent* and
N*«Tuim*FR
IL KXPRKii8 CHARGES PAID.
now i«iui»
umial

Co., 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.,

gray fire-proof coating) now

>«a

hiirbeit

THE WEEKLY SDN.

economworld. Samples of sixteen
dwellingssent free by mail

_

tr

taU to*

WEDDING STATIONERY

dote to unhealthyconditions of the skin which
is preferred by physicians to every other preparation containingthe carbolic element It is
undoubtedly the finest antiseptic and purifier
extant It acts like a charm on purulent eruptions,and has also been successfully used for
rheumatismand sore throat All Drugiriate
sell
66

it

W
MM
___ taaMal
__ Mnmiti. _
Im.
M aMto* to»»
M

&

SM6

the most beautiful as well as the most

H. W. Johns

BILL,”

Y0UN6 IAI OR OLD,

ness of oolor and durability,which render them

newest shades for

ittWYSI%KK°
______________

.Mgft

MW

of dwellings, on accountof their superior rich-

ical paints in the

f

iLLUBTUATXDCataLogcu an.

new*

MtWIKMiWMISlia

Washington,the

ing the place of all others for the better classes

_

•d blgheetboRon at any such. Bold

H’jr.at. Paul, Mina.

and many of the largest and finest structures

from going up into the Underwood

party. The Lord only knows where

* M.

•t. P. M.

are the sole manufacturers.
country.
The editor of the Greenup IndependIt is astonishing with what rapidity ulcerous
ent has thus been notified,just because sores and eruptive maladies are cured by
he has been stating in his paper the Henbi’s CarbolicSalve, an externalanti-

truth, regardless of the feelings of either

MASON A HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
%TE Wk0lV«
vta.: At Paru. iWT Viknma. Santiago, iro-

MoKIN LAY. Land Com’r,

MetropolitanElevated Railroad of New York,
in this country are painted with H. W. Johns’

BtoweUJOfc

fBtolL

:

$2,500

will Soon be Over,”

•

-

Addre«

Our Weary Days

feSSUTHIl

Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply t*

FOR HALF A DOLLAR.

14

new InvmsUllty. Apply as abwem.
fill Introduce

a.

dered stomach or liver. The swallowing of
nauseous and powerful drugs is the way to enA large, eight-pagepaper of M broad column* will be
courage, not to cure dyspepsia and liver complaint Nor can a oonsUpatedor otherwisedis- Mnycpald to any addieaa until January lei,
ordered conditionof the bowels be remedied
by similar treatment That agreeable and
thorough stomachic aperient, Hostetter’s BitTHE SUN. N. V. City.
ters, which is the reverse of unpleasant,and
never produoes violent effects, is far preferable
to medicinesof the class referred to. It infuses
new vigor into a failing physique,cheers the
mind while it strengthensthe body, and institutes a complete reform in the action of the
A YEAR Wanted. Yh.re tb*"be«t
disordered stomach, bowels or liver. Appetite
thing, for Agenta. Over MO agenta are now making
and sleep are both promoted, uterine and kid- from §3 to tlfi a day. Bend stamp for particulan.
ney affections greatly benefited by its use. It
Rrv. 8. T. Buck,- Milton,Northumberland Co., Pa.
is indeed a comprehensiveand meritorious
All the Time.
preparation, free from drawbacks of any kind.

guns, three bowie-knives and several
guns, and were leaving after an unsuccessful search, when one of the party,
turning on the threshold,aimed his
rifle at old- George Underwood, and,
shooting him through the nipple, inflicted a wound from which he died in
twenty minutes.
Frank McFerren could not induce
anybody to help him bury the dead, and
he, therefore, alone with his daughter,
Agnes, had to perform this terrible duty— the only man of the whole country
possessedof humanity and courage
enough to perform a Christianduty.

Norwny. BestAmem

.

RED RIYER TALLEY OF THE NORTH.

aent people as to the requirements of a disor-

six

M|iN*VO,7Ccmmto

Mainly In the Famoua

much

to say about this
’ere case, but my advice to this feller is
to do more kickin’ with his heels and less
had then surrounded the fort, and, after hollering with his mouth if he ever falls
promising George Underwood safety in again. Shine yer butes for 5 cents.”
for his life, they entered the house to —Free Press.
search it for John Martin and Olabe
The False Notions
White, whom they had a suspicion of
being sheltered there. They took all Exist in the minds of many otherwiseintelli1

ACRES

3,000,000

ba’ionKVl L^toSr

_

Jtesrss.

K

- ,M

$3300

i

111.

N. U.

TXTHEN WRITING TO ADVERTIH
.vf. jplcasn euy you eaw the udr
paper.

SHE READY FAMILY SOAP MAKER:

|iumct$’ (Muma.
4 Gold Xine
One

of the

LEWIS’

in a Cow.

moat remarkable cowa on

to her ninth calf, a

red helfo , to be named the “8th Ducheaa

98 Per Cent Pure.

Oneida. 0

of Hillhurat,” by 8d Duke of

calves, Mr. Cochran has sold the following animals at the price named: In the

Duke

And packed

of

Toronto,June 16, 1875, the bull calf 5th
of Ilillhurst, two months old, at $8,-

LYE

eight mouths old, $16k000; at auction sale

June

Ducheaa 2d,

14.

1876, the cow Airdrie

1877, the heifers8d, Duchess and 5th

TRADE MARK,

The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Hah remedy, an

iicm, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow, as a
sequence of Keif-

still

in has

^

u r — m rr Abuse; as
\ nr
7th Duke, 7th and 8th Duchesses of Hill- Before
hurst, five animals, and has lost four aniPain In the Back, Dimness of Vision.Premature
mals by death. The above result has per- Old A^e. and many othei diseases that lead to In
haps never beea equalled by any one sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureOrate.
Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
animal at the same age. In December,
desire to send free by mail to every one. E^r^The
1875, an offer of $25,000 for the 10th Specific MedicineIs sold by all druggists at $1 p

was

refused, and the same
daughter, Airdrie, Duchess

Duchess

of her

4tb. Since then the old

cow

_

a livery

Come and Look at

way!

1

A

Summer Retreat.Good Fishing, etc.
AccommodatloLa, charges moderate.

Delightful

Lamps and

28-lv.

Emmons

The Hon.

— the
— the safest—
and most beautiful.

At

says the Red Canada brings

ami

Nervous ntis\ /
Costirentii.
V
r email Compfoudk

\

Winter.

large assortment of Woolen Blankets, Horae
Blankets.Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and UnbleachedCottons.

Asrhi*ia, %
ffronchtUS.
,

m

fj if I m *

r

i

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

im

Headachy

Lou

ofAppetite.

G. J Te VAARWERK.
Eighth Street, Hollaud, Mich.

a

handles and keeps’ well.

six winter apples are

The

Jonathan, Golden Russet, Wagener, Tal-

man Sweet. He

SLIPPERS, ETC.

Boot & Kramer.

and keeps

orchard would

We respectfullyInvite the attention of our citl
rent* to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door cast of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offor them.

TEA

Laundry and
Soaps,

im

always on hand.

so,

-

-

Office:

mim

is*

CHICAGO,

m,

ILL.

always on hand at the lowest prices.
see our selections of Dutch Woolen
^ ams, Table Oll-CIotha,and Ginghamsand CaliWe only want good farmers, who have from $800
coca In endless variety.
ot SHOO, or those who have money to build sawP. 4 A. STEKETEE.
mills, shingle mills, stave mills, fnrhltnre factories,

__

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Red

ton graft

Western

ami fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

full line

SALT
Come and

in

and Wagener

Cauda, Baldwin, Jonathan

A

Our A0 cent

sorts and carefully hand

cool cellar of even temperature. In estab.
lishing an

RUBBER GOODS,

New Stock! New Store!

best

Red Canda, Baldwin,

picks in, packs in barrels

AND SHOES.

BOOTS

mure money

good bearer of superior fruit, and the

fruit

.iii

---------

Toilet,

URSINE!

A l a r«M-«-uio.i irnr«

a -.OO

etc., etc.

|»«r ceut.

A (Mil u«-*icri|>tion,
p«w«rr, price, etc,, 1.
C
veil in an extra of
the lurnhtt H’vurler,
Scud for a Copy,

on well grown two-year old Northern Spy
Our W cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
stock. It will inert ase the vigor of growth expert
Judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos anil
in Red Canda, Jonathan and Wagener Cigars. Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets
In great variety.
and render the Baldwin more hardy.
—
o—
H. Dale Adams of Galesburggivesalist
of the six best winter apples— the Balwin,
Northern Spy, Golden Russet, Twenty— »«o— *—
Ounce apple, ret Canda and .Jonathan.
Give ns a trial and you will be pleasedwith
Culivatiun is the rule.

•

tanneries,waggon factories,etc . and for such persons extraordinary inducements will be offered.
Call or write me as above.
C. W. McLEAN.

3*—J.ra

-

THE

- TISt

Expei imenta have recenllybeen
at

made

luel for
of the

Holland, Mich,, Judo

locomotives.Dr. John Campbell,

21,

burgh, had the experimentsio charge. An

Pof IlirrU, alter nuuir yursof aniilT aiutd by cl»,mleal .Mrarrh and experiment,
together pith experience
tamed in the treatment of a large nuaber of ea,e< under
1,1 (‘ompoundioxan
INf AL-

MARK THESE FACTS

uuzauDY

_

oil-burning apparatus was attached to one
of

the

Lake

Shore switch-engines.The

Never

made

ment

good

The oak pruner

all

railroad managers.

cuts off limbs of the

apple, but no serious results have yet oc-

curred. The eggs are deposited
ter

on

Important Caution.— None are genuine unless
the signatureof J. Hatdock, as agent for the
United States, surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 2ft cents. 62 cents and $1 each.
J'fT'Thereis considerable saving by taking th*'

.

.

HOLLOWAY 4

CO.,

New York.

to

___

at

dmary piiriuitaand p eaiurr. of life,t irrulareaie nent in
perfectlyplain envelop,i. pecur.ly sealed bom oW: ration,
an. remedy put up in neat plain boxc< c>i
w
f"l I direction. Imide, No. 1, (enoughto la>t a month.)
•os No. 8, enough In laat two iin.tithi). &8 : K o 3. ' ailing
three month*, and ample for cure, excepting in chronic
cm #j |IO. With each box we *cnd a Female Syringe

three

(

a

and
•omeTonicPUla.aveuxlli.ri.itnthe
. a-ei,|'Plenndr.
VIBI***y
* - .1 „ ___ _ ___ M w
it
J 'pd^tanyfor^a paniphlet^firing full dearriptlon
-

:

W

1

t

* i . i*

•

_

ll was staled

that the

first

A

twenty years

CURE FOR ALL!

a

-

1

.

application.'Thli pamphletalone I, worth a iftin*
drediimeaItiroittoany lady in delicate health,
being a thoroughly practicaltrcatiieonthis diicaie ,

)

HARRIS

REMEDY

Market and 8th

Sta.

onlr from

they are much more profitable.

One hundred dollars* worth

from

reported

of

quinces was

soil

do not advise training in tree form, but
prefer numerous trunks, as

some will

be

destroyedwith the borer. On heavy soilr,
Where the borer does not work so seriously

may be adopted more sucThe Champion, a new quince

the tree form

from Connecticut, was spoken of with
or; said

fav-

to be the larger and six weeks

later than

the Orange; may possibly be

the An;ers, but

Downing says it

Possessed of thi* REMEDY, every man may he
his own doctor. It may be rubbed into the system
so as io reach any internal complaint;hv these
means it cures Sores or Ulcers In the TliROAT.

STOMACH. LIVER. SPINE, or

other parts. It

an It fallibleRemedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
BREASTS. Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT,
RHEUMATISM,and ail Skin Diseases.
is

Important Caution.— None are genu'ne unless
the signature of J. Hatdock, ns agent for the
United State , surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 23 cent*,6? cents anil $1 each.
fc^-Thcre is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.

HOLLOWAY 4

CO.,

New York.

Farm

a

HOWARD.

BANKING.

of which 27,000,000would

a grain

of

is a forest of beautiful trees,

wiih branches, leaves and fruit. Butterflies are fully

Uw

Women,

"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER”
on Syphilis,Oonorrhess, Oleet, Stricture, Varicocele, *e., aim on Spermatorrhoea. Sexual Debility, and
Impotency. from Sclf-atuiaa and Excetee*,caaaiog Seminal
r.miuMM, Pierrouiaeaa,Ararawa to Society,Coateioaof
ideaa, Ihy.iealDecay. Uimaateof Sight,Detects

60 caata.
Yedteal id.lre.-Lreterean

jicohas

BANKER,

feathered.Hairs are hollow

tubes. The surface of our bodies is covered with scales like a fish;

a

HOLLAND,

single grain

sand would cover 150 of these

mm

.

«

Baabaml and Wamaaba^ 10 s.
*» thiysal ths
shore drtcribedbooka,

FOR OWE DOLLAR
MfiiftMpHHMHBM

nicely houu J in one xuiuiue.containing 000 pagra and over
1U0 llluitrationi,
and embracingeverything on the generative ayatenithat ia worth knowing.Theeombinedvolumeif
poeltirely ths moat popular Medical Book publuhi'L
The Author Is
ia aa experiencedphyalcian
many
year* practice,(u is well known:, a’nd the advice given,
and rule*for treatment laid down, will be found of; great
value to thoac iiiflering from inipuriliee
of the ayaiem, early
errors,lost vigor,or any of the numerous troublescoming
under the head of -Private1'
Or -Chroma1' d!
Postage stamps token Inpayment loranyofthase

DR. BUTTS'

D

-----

Ht>- r

n

fl-U

WINTER STOCK
or ALL KINDS or

DRY GOODS
Has just arrived at

we have hundreds of letters from men using
Machine who say they would not take $5 for it.

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

MANLY

Consisting of

pure Blood, Loss of Energy.ParImpotence,Distressing Night
| Emissions,and many vital evil*
| resultingfrom Early Error and
excesses,which, it neglected,end In premature decllne.treated with unparalleled
success on entirely new
principles, effecting cures in os many days as required
weeks under old nauseatingand dangerous remedies.
“Treatise on Debility” and list of questionssent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two 3c. stamps. No
Fee Requireiiuntil satisfactoryresults are obtained. Address MR. CLEGG, 1*1 laraed Street East,Detroit,Rleh.
I

Rial

•Vigor
_

Bleached and unbleached

COTTONS,

•

All kinds of Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,

Horse Blankets, all kinds.

SEEMPi®**!!
---

---------- ------hmirr.
K) vtluable money. making Secrete; 10 Rich Pictures; I Max* Fountain Pen; 2 Sieel Peni: I Silver -plaleil
Holder:I Plain HoWer; I Hubber-tip Pene ; 12 fine F.nvel.
0P«! « 'hrrw
I
hook, lhal funny Poem,
and Chmeae Secret for xloatinxSnen, (big money teHing ae
rret.)All sent tor Fifty Cents. Stnmpe taken. A.I Im.,
lEaiab.IB76.J U 81 OK
>X BOOK ilk, Uonlentown, lew Jersey.
-------

-

*"*

(

WANirn

Flannels of

and Ginghams,

H-M

AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

Winter

*vsnt,A wcura, of which i
TV H 11 1 CU make BuckeyePile Ointmeiit,WarTantc<lto
cur* Pilee. Aitilreas with .lamp, Dr. J. N. 'fabler, SL Loute,Ms.

_

all Colors,

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

il

8«-tf.

Dress Goods.

,o’oo°

FRESH SUPPLY OF

8fi-tf.

$350

A MONTHI
7 8 Beet bellingA
ple fere.

r

A0ZNT9 WANTZSI

Helve la the

WsrM

l

a

AiLjAf BRONSON) Cfiuoii.

SimMick

38-tf.

1879.

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,
Come and

YOUNG MAN

G.

FALL AND

see our

Etc.

New Goods.

Van Pullen & Sons.

WINTER. 1879.

astoUtehed

and complicatedcases. hyphUK Vaaar*
Crlaary Trwahlsa,ftyU*
IIUs or Berearlal affectionsof the throat, skin or boos*,
treated with success, without using Mercury,
) by nail audetpree*.
but where possible.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

rhssa, tllaet. Mrletare, Orehllte,all

_

,

lUFBEEandlDTited
f DR. BUTTS Ihviteaall Mnera seffMag from RUF-V
( TORS teaaadhtea theiraaaaa aaAaddreaa,and henby

Truss.

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

/

The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of tne much
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, Ih anxious to make known to his fellow,
sufferersthe means of enre. To all who desire It.
he will send a copy of the prescription nsed, FhEE
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand
using the same, which will he found a sore cute for
Oorurumption, Catarrh,BronchUit,Asthma, Nerwwnfift, <4c.,Jc„ <fte. Address with stamp.—
DB. O. STB\ ryt S, Brockville, Ont.

ft

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

I

1 aaaara*tbna that th.y will learn somethlag to Ustr
-It la not a
AU communicaliom itrictlyconfidential,aad should bf
hldrteMd to DR. BUTTS'. If North oth SL. Bt. Louis. Mo.

"advataf

lie:

a

1*47. has
traalmeni of

CONSUMPTION CURED!

scalks,

A

.In

MOIHIGAN.

Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collecsod yet each scale covers 500 pores itself tion buslnesa. Collections made on all points in
like water through a sieve. The miles the United States and Europe, Particular attentike 500 steps a second. Each drop of tion nu d to tho collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
R-mitta: ces made on the day of payment. AH
H’ajnuntwater contains a world of nnl- hurines.
trusted to me shall hare prompt attenma ed beings, swimming, with as much tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
Hourly as whales in the sen. Each leaf to check a: alght. Foreign exchange bought and
has a colony of insecis grazing on it like sold. Tickets to and from all polntain Europe
•old at my o(Bc*.
C4W* ia a meadow.
JACOB TAN PDTTBf,

FALL

HOWARD.

of

an insect seen with

injy be seen in the cavitiesof

of

M. D.

mite. Insects of various kinds

sand. Mold

lourlthip.Impedimeat, to Marriage in malaand (emale.ScianM
of Rri'mductioa,Single Lira coi.iiderwd,
Law of Marriage,
of Diforts', Legal rightaof married women, etc., including Diseases peculiarto
their eauae* and treat,
me it. A Look rorpriTataaBdcoa,id«ratareadia(.M
O^pagaa.
with full Mate Engravings,by mail,itslad, for 60 Cents.

M.D.

W"
%ir

College.lournal. Superior advautag.8 given.
*0-8mo.

42-tf

ouly equal

Wire* ProetitaUoa,ita cauMi. Celibacyand MatriBony cospret, Coniogal dutKI, Conception, Confinement, Lora and

80-ly.

Bently, also from Connecticut, was
for Sale.
mentioned; larger, twelve days later, and
I will sell eighty acres of splendid cluy
held to be superior to Orange. Less pear
blight is reported in some sections.The soil, six miles from this dty. Near church
S.*ckel, Tyson, Anjou, Duchesse. Winter and school house, at a bargain,80 acres
Nellis and Josephineare the varietiesmost of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
exempt. P. Ba,,y acquiescediu tiiis op- 40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
inion.

a microscope,

_^

“

MILLION

large,

is not.

The

Leiwinbecktells of

Or any other kind, yon can file you rwrf/ with our
JTese
so that it will cut Better than
The teeth will all remain of equal sire and
on receipt of $8.50 to any
part oft Je United State*. Illustrated Circular*:free.

CO. NF’G. CHEMISTS
8T. LOUIS. MO.

rew tad eonpUtt Outdo ft
Wedlock, eonttiDiag,with many other,,
lha following chapter*i A com patent
Womanhood,hcleetioarfWife,E,J.aeaa
of Virginity,Traparanentt,
compatibla
land iacoapaiiblt, Starlhty hi Woid*b,
leaoae and treatment. Ad»ie*to BrxU,
groom,AJrica to Hoabaada, Adrien to
A

acre, and they were

deemed profitable. Growers on sand

cessfully.

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT BOOSCSaf

»

VAN ZOEREN.

3b-tf.

apples pay no better than farm crops, but
after that

the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West A edition $175
each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lotti, Block 11 j South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 4 6 in Block
25. as organized plat near the si. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 4 2 which are $:MXi each
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
Hie following Lots ‘1, in. 11, 12. IS, and 14. iu Block
B, Lots 3, 4. 5 and In Block If. The above will
he sold on long credit and small payments dowi-.
Apply to.

1878.

14.

CARPENTER SAWS
Mm«Mne
Brer.
•hxp.

ilie »mt of the dierape..nil itpapecific
lutiiu uce exerted
once, produringenjimm-djii,!nothing and rtiforatirc

Prof. llarrl s’ Vaginal Pastilleacan ba obtained

which should be gathered and burned,

______

effect. Tlie application of the remedy I. attended with no
pniii or iiiiplcnianfiina,
and doe* not liitrrleirw
i!li the or

^

the part of the limb that falls,

a

.......

W. BUTKAU.
J.

Holland. July

~

Thli ditcaie, io i revnteut aiimni teiiidt*, 1. but li’iT.
nndcrUood by plirtii jan*. It, ilruln upon th* ayatrin i.
torxreiiiveanddebilitatin';,
tlmt mir American woiurn
are rapidly becoming a “race or invulldi." Iiicnnnbleot
producinghealthyoff, prim:, or enjovi. g JIfi’g p„„ ,m...
* ror llarrl, \ aguml l-in-tihe.n new- departure In tuedicine.
A thoroughlyroiunioa peine ffrutiiiciit.
Applieddirectly

larger sizes.
in a clua-

—

Fluor Albus
Or WHITES^

The stand is one door west of G. J. IIavcrkate4
Son’s Hardware Store.

common among

.'EUCORRHEA,

at-

The

with great interest by

to

OA l.I.KD

despair— something that never falls—
tached I o her, and the run was
to Fever and Ague— To the sick It Is of littleconsequence how they are cured, whetherfrom a rational
Collinwood and back.
oil attach- view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
woiked beautifully, and the run guidance of the profession,so long as the core is
certain and expeditious.To a suffering man the
('own and back
made in
time, queetlon on the relativemerits of qninine or calo't he engine threw no cinders or dirt, and
mel is uninteresting. The facultymay wrangle and
very liale smoke was made. The experi- discuss their various theories,but Dr. Holloway’s
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof Escu*
ments are to be continue I, special attemion lapins have finished the first stage. Holloway’s
being given to the relativecost of coal and Pills are the only remedieswhich effect a speedy
oil as fuel. The result will he looked for and radicalcure without danger of a relapse.

w*

ecoiirjce

.[AIDENSl

seven miles, and returned without a

load. Fourteen tank-cars were then

lor the

WOMEN

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

engine was run to Collinwood, a distance
of

The nndnrsigncdannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Markei.andare
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theit
trade.

1879.

Hydro-CarbonGas compnny.of Pitts-

FOE SALE.
1

BOOT & KRAMER.

Cleveland,in the use of petroleum as

CO.

rpiIE followingdescribedLots In

TOJNAL PJISTIHF

Goods.

tk

DKALKUH IN

FIRST WARD.

goods and Prices.

No trouble to Show

MEYER

H.

furoitnn, CoSjs, SniBg Uichiiits, Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

Offde&itarsfc tf.7.

THE

BY

SOLID

MEAT MARKET

GATES CURTIS.

ALL CHEA(PF0(R CASH.

Oil as Fuel.

10-fim

NORTH CAROLINA

STEW FIRM!

than any other apple. The tree is hardy,

Chandeliers

hardJpan prices.

GRAT

Buel of Kalamazoo

kln,i'

latest styles

bus
THE
MEDICINE CO.,
Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
brjught three heifersand one bull; two of
No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit,Mich. All Kinds of Underwear for Men, Women, cents, to pay postageandmailing. Agents wanted.
the hewers have been sold f< r $38,500, and
Address J, p. Mountain, Ggdcnsbarg,N. Y.
and Children.
XST Sold iu Holland and elsewhere by all whole
there still remain the bull and the heifer sale and retail druggists.
A large variety of UOOP8KIRTS. and a Splendid
just dropped, beside the dam, who will
8-1 v
CORSET for 23 cents.
probably breed a number of calves yet.—
Nova Scotia JourrM of Agriculture.
A FULL LINE OF FANCY BASKEIS.

Apples in KalamazooCounty.

n‘1

GLASSWARE.

BOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
tor Full

package, or six packages for $:>, or will be sentlr:
Free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

anv-

No Trouble.

CROCKKRY^d

with It.

it

have also put on the shelves a large and com-

I

stable in connection

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

Also, A

ier

SET.

and Winter Shawls

Fall
A

have made such arrangementsthat I can
PIECE, PART OF A BET, or

by the

WHOLE

Coneiata of a complete assortmentof

Loss

possession, beside the 16th Duchess 4th,

& A. Stekstee

F.

Hotel has

I

aell it

Since there Is no Mage line or boat line that
ofll . we
glyea us a connectionwith the city of Holland,
call the attention of the pnhlic to the only reliable
route to and from Saugatuck, via: The beautiful
little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
from Saugauick to Hichmond. connecting with tho
Chicago and West Michigan railroad— the nearest
railroad

Seminal Weak-

guineas each, or $20,500 and $21,500 re-

has

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Slock of
Goode at

anfalllngcnrefor

spectively,making a total of $131,600 for

He

i

And

BILLINGS, Proprietor.

station.

READ? READ? READ!

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

Duchess of Hillhurat, at 4,100 and 4,300

eight animals sold.

I. D.

t^Thc

Cowness, Windermere, England, Septem-

POST,

C.

The Saugatuck House.

•

PHILADELPHIA,PA.

Hillhurat,at $12,000; and at public sale at

4,

-

GE0.T. LEWIS & MEHZIES COMPANY,

Ducheaa 8d, at $2d,600. In August,
1877, privately, the heifer 6th Ducheaa of
rie

ber

.

manufacturedonly bt

$81,000,and the heifer Aird-

at

*_,

a-BunjiiTE
CHINA WARE,

Agent for Ottawa County, Mich

fall—

000, and the heifer Airdrie Duchess 5th,

at Toronto,

,

I respectfullyInvite the attention of the citizen*
of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
8,000,000.000
acres of land for sale by the Atchl addition I have made to my stock consisting of
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Hal road located in
Sonthern Kansa*,— the garden of the continent.
For Information in regard to these lauds; and how
to reach them call on or address

J.

In cans with an ordinary slip-lid like our Baking Powder,so
that any portion of contents of can may be used without spoiling balance.
pounds of Perfumed Hard Soap made in twenty minnUs with*4 boiling, —koA your wash will be sweet and clean to the senses,without
that nasty smell produced when using ready-made Soap or Soap made
from other lye. ’
, ,
One twupoonftal win soften ftwe
of hard water.
' LEWIS’
ta 98 pur sent, stroimirthan any other Lyo or
KKallsd Book or Ball Potashes.

Hillhuiat, at $7,000; at public auction in

Duke

KANSAS.
I

STRONBESTAND PUREST LYE MADE.
Thia LYE Is a FINE POWDER

the 10th Ducheaa and her daughter's

winter of 1875 the bull calf 4th

j

-'—IN-*-

HOLLAND.

H. D. POST.

PERFUMED LYE

owned by the Hon. Mat. Cochran, which

Something New

•

I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the lowest prices
of the market

re-

cord ia the “10th Ducheaa of Airdrie,”
has just given birth

Books and Stationery.

Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Cloaking aod Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
color
and Wonted,, Perforated Paper, in all colors,

AndI a

fall line

SILK
L.

&

S.

of

Aisro OE/APE.

YANDEN BERGE,

EIOHTH STREET

- - - HOLLAND, MtCST

